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Preface

This thesis presents work carried out in Quantum Photonics Group under the

supervision of associate professor Peter Lodahl in the Department of Photonics

Engineering at the Technical University of Denmark between April 2008 and

April 2011. This thesis is mainly concerned with quantum electrodynamics

(QED) e�ects in waveguides, although in a broad sense as a large part of it

covers cavity QED e�ect in the Anderson localized regime of photonic crystal

(PhC) waveguides. When I started the project, we set out to study a single

photon source based on a PhC waveguide and a quantum dot emitter, which

was relatively new concept. During a measurements series to verify our results

on a set of new samples, we observed a series of random cavity peaks. This

was quickly realized to be Anderson localization, thanks to Peter's interest in

multiple scattering. There was already a small activity in the group related

to multiple scattering, and disordered PhCs was already fabricated. At least

for my part, this started the quest to study Anderson localization in PhC

waveguides. I would like to thank Peter for introducing me to the interesting

but sometimes confusing �eld of multiple scattering and Anderson localization.

The content of the thesis has been carried out in collaboration with many

people. First, I would like to thank my supervisor Peter for general supervision,

ideas, and discussions. During most of my Ph.d. I worked closely with Luca

Sapienza, and I will especially like to thank him for the collaboration on the

QED experiments and his unlimited patience in reading and correcting articles

drafts and for general discussions. The project in the present form would not

have been possible without the samples and both the initial waveguide sam-

ples, and the disordered samples were fabricated by Søren Stobbe. The �nal

statistical measurements on disordered PhC used in the thesis were performed

by Kristian Romlund Rix and Tau Bernstor� Lehmann. I have also had the
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privilege to work with Stephan Smolka, who provided the one-dimensional op-

tical model in Sec. 3 and helped with analyzing the statistical data. His never

ending optimism has been a great inspiration, and I am grateful for the many

discussions on multiple scattering. Philip Kristensen has been a helpful support

in developing the density of state cavity coupling model in Sec. 3.

I am also grateful for the general collaborating atmosphere in the Quantum

Photonics, and would like to also express my appreciations towards: Serkan

Ates, Jin Liu, Mads Lykke Andersen, Qin Wang, David Garcia-Férnandez,

Kristian Høeg Madsen and Immo Söllner. I have enjoyed the many discussions;

both scienti�c and nonscienti�c. Before the Ph.d. I made my Master project

in the Quantum Photonics group as well, which spawn the interest in optical

experiments and I was introduced to Picolab by Toke Lund-Hansen and Brian

Julsgaard whose skillful approach to alignment has been a big inspiration.

During my Ph.d. some of my collages have become good friends; especially

Elaine Barretto, Martin Schubert, Stephan Smolka, Jin Liu, Pernille Klarskov

and Roza Shirazi whose company I have enjoyed, both on an o� campus, and

I appreciate their support during the three years.
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Abstract

In this thesis we have performed quantum electrodynamics (QED) experiments

in photonic crystal (PhC) waveguides and cavity QED in the Anderson localized

regime in disordered PhC waveguides. Decay rate measurements of quantum

dots embedded in PhC waveguides has been used to map out the variations

in the local density of states (LDOS) in PhC waveguides. From decay rate

measurements on quantum dot lines temperature tuned in the vicinity of the

waveguide band edge, a β-factor for a single quantum dot of more then 85%

has been extracted. Finite di�erence time domain simulations (FDTD) for dis-

ordered PhC waveguides have been used to con�rm the existence of a densely

packed spectrum of strongly con�ned Anderson localized modes near the waveg-

uide band edge. An one-dimensional disordered model is used to model the

statistical properties of Anderson localized modes. As the localization lengths

decrease, a simultaneous increase in the average Q-factor and decrease in mode

volume is observed, which leads to a large probability of observing strong cou-

pling in disorder PhC waveguides. The e�ect of losses is shown to reduce the

largest Q-factors in the distribution and drastically lower the strong coupling

probability. The Q-factor distributions of Anderson localized modes have been

measured in PhC waveguides with arti�cial induced disorder with embedded

emitters. The largest Q-factors are found in the sample with the smallest

amount of disorder. From a comparison with the waveguide model the local-

ization length is shown to increase from 3− 7 µm for no intentional disorder

to 25 µm for 6% disorder. A distribution of losses is seen to be necessary to

explain the measured Q-factor distributions. Finally we have performed a cav-

ity QED experiment between single quantum dots and an Anderson localized

mode, where a β-factor of 94% has been measured.
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Resumé

I denne afhandling har vi udført kvante-elektrodynamiske (QED) målinger i fo-

toniske krystal bølgeledere og kavitets-QED i det Anderson lokaliserede regime

i uordentlige fotoniske krystal bølgeledere. Henfaldsmålinger af kvantepunkter

indlejret i fotoniske krystal bølgeledere er blevet brugt til at kortlægge varia-

tioner i den lokale tilstandstæthed. Henfaldskurver målt på temperaturtunede

kvantepunkter i nærheden af båndkanten for en fotonisk krystal bølgeleder er

brugt til at udtrækket en β-faktor på over 85% for et enkelt kvantepunkt. Der er

udført �nite di�erence time domain (FDTD) simuleringer af ordnede fotoniske

krystal bølgeledere. De viser at der et tæt pakket spektrum af kraftigt lokalis-

erede Anderson tilstande i nærheden af båndkanten for uordnede fotoniske krys-

tal bølgeleder. En en-dimensionel model for uordnede bølgeledere er brugt til

at modellere de statistiske egenskaber af Anderson lokaliserede tilstande. Det

er observeret at en formindskelse af lokaliseringslængden både giver en stigning

i den gennemsnitlige Q-faktor og et fald i mode-volumenet. Det resulterer i en

stor sandsynlighed for at observere stærk kobling i uorden fotoniske krystal bøl-

geledere for små lokaliseringslængder. Det er vist at tab reducerer den største

Q-faktorer i fordelingen og drastisk sænker sandsynligheden for at observere

stærke kobling. Q-faktor distributioner for Anderson lokaliserede tilstande er

blevet målt i fotoniske krystal bølgeledere med indlejrede kvantepunkter og med

kunstig induceret uorden. De største Q-faktorer er fundet i prøver med kun

fabrikationsuorden. Ved at sammenligne de målte Q-faktor distributioner med

de tilsvarende i modellen er det vist at lokaliseringslængden stiger fra 3− 7 µm

for en prøver uden uorden til 25 µm for 6% uorden. Det er vist at en fordeling

af tab er nødvendig for at forklare de målte Q-faktor distributioner. Til sidst

har vi udført kavitets-QED målinger for et enkelt kvantepunkt koblet til en

Anderson lokaliseret mode hvor en β-faktor på 94% er blevet målt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

At the core of mesoscopic quantum optics is quantum electrodynamics (QED)

with its description of light matter�interaction. Already in the simpli�ed model

where a two-level emitter interacts with the quantized electromagnetic vacuum

�eld leads to a number of interesting phenomena. This includes spontaneous

emission, the electromagnetic Lamb shift, and Rabi �opping, where the excita-

tion oscillates between the emitter and a single photon of the electromagnetic

�eld. All of these phenomena depend on the optical density of states seen by

the emitter. Rabi �opping is only realized in the limit of a strongly varying

density of states where the emitter is strongly coupled to a single optical mode.

This has been realized in cavity QED systems, with for example atoms [1], ions

[2], and semiconductor quantum dots [3, 4, 5]. Cavity QED has been used to

generate entangled emitter�photon states and thus constitutes a fundamental

building block in quantum information devices [6].

Another key component in quantum information and quantum cryptogra-

phy is a single photon source, where (coherent) single photons are emitted on

demand into a well-de�ned mode [7]. Harvesting photons into a single mode

has typically been done by embedding an emitter into a resonant, but weakly

coupled cavity. This is done because of the strong �eld enhancement and the

consequently enhanced spontaneous emitter decay rate into the cavity mode.

The large decay rate improves both the coupling e�ciency to the targeted mode

and the coherence of the emitted photon due to the shorter interaction time

with decoherence processes in the emitter. One disadvantage of cavities entails
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Chapter 1. Introduction

that any emitted photons propagate out-of-plane as a result of their geometry.

It de�es the general idea of on-chip quantum computing where it is desirable

that the photons decay into an in-plane propagating mode. In fact, the e�ect of

enhanced emission rates, due to the local density of optical states, is not limited

to con�ned modes, but can be achieved in open systems. When the emitter

interacts with a slowly propagating mode the same e�ect can take place, as

shown by Keppler for metallic nano-wires [8]. This can also be achieved in

photonic crystal (PhC) waveguides [9, 10] where slow light propagation is ob-

tained for the propagating mode near the band edge. An advantage of this is

that the dispersion of the propagating mode can be tailored to design the light

matter interaction [11].

Multiple scattering is a general wave phenomenon that has implications

in many �elds. In three-dimensional disordered systems the ensemble aver-

aged light propagation is normally described by a di�usion process where light

spreads out over time [12]. However, for very pronounced scattering, when

the mean free path is on the order of the wavelength, interference e�ects sur-

vive the ensemble averaging and light can localizes around the source with a

characteristic localization length [13, 14]. In three-dimensional system, this re-

quirement is in general di�cult to achieve. For lower dimensional systems the

lower propagation phase space makes it easier and Anderson localization has

been observed in various systems with light [15, 16], in matter waves [17] and

with sound [18]. In one-dimensional systems light always localizes for in�nite

samples.

The strong �elds in both cavity QED and slow light waveguides have many

applications where strong light matter interaction is desired, e.g. for non-linear

interactions [19] sensing applications [20] and quantum information science. It

also means that the interaction with disorder is enhanced and disorder in such

nano-structured devises are normally seen as a nuisance that leads to excessive

losses. Especially in cavity QED systems disorder is detrimental, as highly

engineered cavities with nano-scale accuracy are needed. As discussed, disor-

der also result in multiple scattering events and in disordered PhC waveguide

structures this can lead to strongly localized modes. This thus o�ers an alter-

native route to light con�nement for QED experiments where disorder is not

seen as a nuisance but as a resource.

The outline of he thesis: In Chapter 2, the coupling between an emitter and
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a PhC waveguide mode is described and it is shown experimentally that single

quantum dots can couple to the waveguide mode over a broad frequency range

with very high e�ciency. Tuning of the transition energies of the quantum

dots in the vicinity of the band edge is used to extract the single quantum

dot coupling e�ciencies and map out the band edge density of stats. Chapter

3 discusses the e�ect of disorder in PhC waveguides and shows that strongly

con�ned Anderson localized modes are formed near the PhC band edge. A

model is used to study the statistical properties of one-dimensional disordered

media and a theory for the non-Markovian dynamics between the con�ned

modes and an emitter is described. The local density of states (LDOS) is used

as the fundamental coupling parameter. At last, the probability distributions of

the light con�nement factors and coupling strengths for emitters to the con�ned

modes are evaluated. Chapter 4 describes measurements where the statistical

properties of Anderson localized modes are studied by embedding emitters into

intentionally disordered PhC waveguides. The measured spectral distributions

are compared to a statistical model from which both the localization and loss

length are extracted. Finally we report on QED experiments where single

quantum dots are coupled to an Anderson localized modes. In Chapter 5 the

conclusions are presented.
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Chapter 2

Extraction of the β-Factor

for Single Quantum Dots in

Photonic Crystal

Waveguides

2.1 Introduction

Photonic crystals are periodic dielectric media that have been extensively stud-

ied in the literature due to their exciting properties to strongly con�ne light

to a size on the order of the wave length [21]. For certain realizations of PhCs

the re�ection o� the periodic interfaces will lead to destructive interference in

all directions. In this case, the propagation of electromagnetic �elds inside the

PhC can be completely prohibited in certain frequency bands, co-called band

gaps. Introducing defects in such structures can create localized optical states

bound to the defects with frequencies inside the otherwise empty band gaps.

Defects can either be point defects or line defects. In point defects light is

con�ned in all dimensions of the PhC forming a cavity structure whereas line

defects form a waveguide in which light can propagate. PhC waveguides has

gained a of lot of interests due to the ability to engineer the dispersion of the
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waveguide mode and in this way slow down the group velocity of the propa-

gating wave to almost zero [11]. For low group velocities the interaction time

between the slow light wave and the surrounding material increases. Slow light

has been predicted to increase non-linear e�ects [22], to increases scattering

losses on imperfections from the ideal crystal structure [23], and to increase

the interaction with embedded emitters [9]. PhC waveguides can therefore act

as e�cient collectors of the emitted photons and form the basis of a on-chip

in-plane single photon source. In the chapter we �rst describe the light prop-

agation and spontaneous emission in PhC waveguides. We then describe and

analyze our experiments - to the best of our knowledge the �rst experiments

where single emitters have been coupled to a waveguide mode.

2.1.1 Photonic Crystal Waveguides

The dielectric function for a PhC ful�ll ε(r) = ε(r + R) where R = na1 +

ma2 + la3 and (a1,a3,a3) is a set of lattice vectors and (n,m, l) are integers.

Photonic crystals with lower dimensions than three can be obtained by letting

any of the lattice vectors be zero. In this case the periodicity only occurs along

the remaining lattice vectors and for the rest of the dimensions the structure

is translationally invariant. The length of the lattice vectors determine the

periodicity. One can construct a reciprocal lattice where the lattice vectors

G ful�ll G ·R = 2πN and a Fourier transform of any solution to Maxwell's

equations in the periodic structure can be expanded using only these vectors.

The calculation of electromagnetic modes in periodic structures can be sim-

pli�ed by using Bloch's theorem, which is described in more details in Ref. [21].

Using this theorem the electric and magnetic �elds can be written on the Bloch

form, Hk(r) = eik · ruk(r) and Ek(r) = eik · ruk(r), where uk(r) is a periodic

function with the same periodicity as the dielectric function uk(r) = uk(r+R)

and k is a wave vector in the crystal that labels the speci�c state. As a result

of the periodicity it is only necessary to calculate for k-vector in a region of

the �rst Brillouin zone as solution for larger k-values can be mapped back into

this k-vector region by adding a lattice vector. These states form higher order

bands in the �rst Brillouin zone and we can label them by their band number.

For a rectangular lattice with lattice constant ai in the i-direction the edge of

the �rst Brillouin zone is at ki = ±π/ai.

6
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Figure 2.1: Sketch of a PhC membrane waveguide showing 5 periods of the

waveguide structure (the 5 missing holes along the green arrow).

Inserting the Bloch form into the wave equation for the H-�eld

∇×
(

1

ε(r)
∇×H(r)

)
=

(ω
c

)2

H(r) (2.1)

we obtain the following equation

(ik +∇)× 1

ε(r)
(ik +∇)× uk(r) =

(
ω(k)

c

)2

u
k
(r), (2.2)

which is an eigenvalue problem in uk with ω(k) as eigenfrequencies. The

operator in the equation is Hermitian, which insures that the eigenfrequencies

ω(k) are strictly positive. And since k is a continuous variable the states

form a band. We have solved the eigenvalue problem in Eq. (2.2) using the

MPB software package [24]. The equivalent equations in the E-�eld are not

Hermitian and the H-�eld is therefore mostly used in numerical calculations.

The E-�eld can be obtained afterwards from

E(r) =
i

ωε0ε(r)
∇×H(r). (2.3)

In this thesis we consider the propagation of light in a PhC membrane

waveguide, as sketched in Fig. 2.1. It consists of a thin membrane in which

a number of air holes have been introduced. The holes are arranged in a 2D

hexagonal PhC lattice with a lattice constant a. The band structure for the 2D

hexagonal lattice without the waveguide can be calculated by considering the

hexagonal primitive unit cell containing one air hole. The type of waveguide

we have focused on is formed by removing a single row of holes along one of the

principal axes of the crystal. To ease discussion we introduce an xyz-coordinate

system where the x-direction is along the waveguide, the y-direction is the in-

plane direction orthogonal to the waveguide and the z-direction is out of the
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Chapter 2. Extraction of the β-Factor for Single Quantum Dots in PhC Waveguides

plane. The membrane PhC is a special case of a 2D PhC. The membrane lacks

translational symmetry in the z-direction and the presence of the waveguide

itself breaks the periodicity of the PhC in the y-direction. However, since the

MPB software requires periodic boundary conditions we use a rectangular super

cell in the y and z-direction large enough to make the artifacts of the periodic

boundary conditions negligible. The x-direction is periodic so we only need to

calculate for k = (kx, 0, 0) where kx = [0, π/a] is in the �rst Brillouin zone.

The simulated structure will e�ectively consist of an in�nity set of waveguides

but as we are only interested in modes con�ned to the waveguide structure

and the e�ect of the periodic boundaries fall o� exponentially with the size of

the super cell. With the increase in super cell size the number of bands that

we need to calculate to reach the interesting waveguide bands increases due to

band folding. We found that a super cell, which consists of 7 row of holes on

either side of the waveguide and 2 lattice constant above the membrane was

su�cient to the make the cross talk between periodic images negligible.

In Fig. 2.2a we have plotted the band structure for the PhC membrane

waveguide with hole radius r = 0.29a, membrane thickness h = 0.59a and re-

fractive index 3.44. The lattice constant a can be freely chosen since Maxwell's

equations are scale invariant. We have plotted the band structure along the

kx-direction to the edge of the �rst Brillouin zone kx = [0, π/a] since this is

region relevant for the propagation along the waveguide. The shaded/colored

areas mark the projected band structure from all other k-vectors and here a

continuum of modes exist. The plot only shows modes that have an even mirror

symmetry around the z = 0 plane as the odd modes do not have an in-plane

band gap for the hexagonal lattice. The lines with blue background show the

index guided bands of the membrane where the electric �eld is extended in the

membrane. States above the light line ω = kxc, marked by the blue area, are

not guided by total interval refraction inside the membrane and they form a

continuum set of modes that propagation out the structure. Coupling to these

modes results in radiation losses. Below the light line we see a gap in the in-

dex guided modes approximately between ν = 0.25 − 32a/λ where there are

no states, this corresponds to the band gap of the PhC. 2D membrane PhCs

do not have a complete band gap as there is still states at these frequencies

above the light line. The waveguide defect introduces several states below the

light line where light is con�ned to the waveguide and propagate along the

8
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Figure 2.2: (a) Projected band structure for k-vectors parallel to a PhC waveg-

uide membrane with r = 0.29a, h = 0.59a showing the even modes in the z-

direction perpendicularly to the membrane. States above the light cone ω = kxc

form a continuum of radiation (dark blue area). Below the light cone are the

slab guide mode (blue lines). In the band gap of the 2D PhC are the two gap

guided waveguide, and at the lowest frequencies below there are three index

guided waveguide modes (b) Electric �eld intensity distributions for the two

in-plane x and y polarization for the eigenmodes at the band edge kx = π/a of

the �rst gap guided waveguide mode (solid green line).

x-direction. Below the slab modes are three index guided waveguide modes,

although only the �rst one is index guided for all k-vectors along the propaga-

tion direction. Inside the band gap are there three gap guided modes. The two

modes that are the most interesting for applications are marked by green lines,

whereas the third is only weakly con�ned to the waveguide. In the following

we will focus on the gap guided mode with the lowest frequency (solid green

line).

The propagation of a given state (k, ωk) is determined by the group velocity

v(k) = ∇kω(k) and the group velocity along the waveguide is therefore v(k) =

∂kxω(kx). The group velocity vanishes at the edge of the Brillouin zone and

9
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Figure 2.3: (a) Group velocity of the �rst gap guide mode of a PhC waveguide.

(see text for parameters) (b) Purcell factor for a emitter located at �eld anti-

node for the same mode. (c) Wavelength bandwidth for a given minimum

Purcell factor.

there the modes are standing waves. Especially, the �rst gap guided mode show

a very �at band. This �at region we denote the slow light regime. Since no

propagating states exist for lower frequencies we will often refer to this cut-o�

as the band edge of the waveguide mode. The group velocity in the interval

from the light line to the band edge is plotted in Fig. 2.3a where the dashed

line marks the band edge. The group velocity decreases monotonously from

0.2c near the light line down to zero at the band edge.

From the solution of the eigenvalue problem we also get the electromagnetic

�eld distribution for the eigenmodes. In Fig. 2.2b we have plotted the electric

�eld intensity for two unit cells along the waveguide for the two possible polar-

izations of the electric �eld |fkω (r) · ey|2 and |fkω (r) · ex|2 for kx = π/a, where

we have renamed the electric �eld eigensolutions as fkω
(r). Traditionally one

plots the Hz(r)-�eld for the even modes as only one component is needed to

show the �eld pro�le. To assess the coupling to embedded emitters it is more

natural to plot the E-�eld intensity. We see that the mode is indeed strongly

localized to the waveguide only extending out to the second row of holes and is

divided into regions that are strongly polarized in either the x- or y-direction.
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2.1.2 Light Emitter Coupling in Photonic Crystal Waveg-

uides

If an emitter is embedded into the an inhomogeneous medium the spontaneous

emission rate of the emitter will be modi�ed due to the change in the number of

states the emitted photon can decay into. It can be described by the projected

local density of states

ρ(ω, re) =
∑
µ

|fµ(re) ·d|2δ(ω − ωµ), (2.4)

It a given as a sum of delta functions over the properly normalized plane waves

evaluated at the emitter position fµ(re) and projected onto the normalized

dipole moment of the emitter d. Given a LDOS the spontaneous emission rate

or the radiative rate of an excited emitter can be calculated as (Eq. (3.34))

Γ =
πωd2

ε0~
ρ(ω, r) (2.5)

where d is the magnitude of the dipole moment. See Sec. 3.4.1 for a deviation.

It is instructive to normalize the decay rate to the spontaneous emission rate

in a homogenous medium to get the Purcell factor Fp = Γ/Γhom, where

Γhom(ω) =
nω3d2

3π2ε0~c3
(2.6)

and n is the refractive index. The Purcell factor is traditionally used to quantify

the coupling of an emitter to a localized mode where large Purcell factors can

be obtained in a narrow frequency bandwidth [25]. In contrast, inside the band

gap of defect free PhCs the Purcell factor can be greatly suppressed [26].

We can calculate the density of states for a waveguide by using that waveg-

uide modes ful�ll the periodic boundary condition, ka = 2πm, where k is the

wave number, a is the lattice constant and m is an integer. We can calculate

the density of states as [8]

ρwg(ω) = 2
∂m

∂ν
= 2

∂m

∂k

∂k

∂ν
= 2

a

2πvg
, (2.7)

where we have used that the group velocity is vg = ∂k/∂ν and ν = ω/2π is the

frequency. The factor of 2 accounts for the forward and backward propagation

11
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in the waveguide. Since we are only considering a single bound waveguide mode

we can approximate the LDOS by multiplying ρwg(ω) with |fkω (r) ·d|2

ρwg(ω, r) =
a

vgπ
|fkω (r) ·d|2 (2.8)

and we obtain the Purcell factor for the emission into the waveguide mode

Fp(r) = Γwg/Γhom =
3πc3a

nω2vg
|fkω (r) ·d|2. (2.9)

This expression is identical to the one derived using a Dyadic Greens function

approach in Ref. [10] and with a similar result obtained in Ref. [9]. Note

that the group velocity is in the denominator, which shows that the highest

Purcell factor is obtained in the slow light regime of the waveguide mode.

As vg approaches zero right at the band edge, the Purcell factor diverges.

The Purcell factor also depends on the �eld intensity |d ·fkω (r)|2 plotted for

two perpendicular dipole polarizations in Fig. 2.2b at the band edge. We see

that both the x and y polarized dipoles couple to the waveguide mode but at

di�erent spatial positions. Following Ref. [10] we can evaluate the maximum

Purcell factor

Fp,max =
3πc3a

n3ω2vgVeff
, Veff =

1

maxr{n(r)2|fkω (r)|2}
(2.10)

by introducing an e�ective volume pr. lattice constant Veff . For the mode shown

in Fig. 2.2b the mode volume is calculated to Veff = 0.384a3. In Fig. 2.3b the

Purcell factor is plotted for an emitter maximally coupled to the waveguide

described earlier Sec. 2.1.1. We see a divergence at the band edge. Another

characteristics of PhC waveguides, compared to cavities, is the large frequency

bandwidth in which a large Purcell factor can be obtained. In the Fig. 2.3c we

see that a minimum Purcell factor of 1 can be achieved over a 30 nm bandwidth

and a Purcell factor larger then 10 can be obtained over several nanometers.

We have sketched the LDOS for a PhC with the accurate position of the

band gap and the LDOS for a PhC waveguide in Fig. 2.4, for the same parame-

ters used in the previous plots. For frequencies far away from the band gap the

LDOS for a homogenous medium (Eq. (2.6)) with the refractive index of the

membrane has been used, which is a good description for wavelengths that are

either much larger of smaller than the lattice constant. It is very challenging

to calculate the LDOS in a PhC membrane since it depends strongly on the
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Figure 2.4: Sketch of the density of states for a PhC showing the band gap

(black line) and the density of states for the waveguide (gray line).

position and polarization of the emitter. The calculation also needs to take

into account the scattering from all the membrane holes and the coupling to

radiation modes. A few attempts have been made to perform this calculation

but for this sketch we have taken a simple approach and use a homogenous

LDOS divided by 20, which is a good approximation [27]. Following Ref. [27]

we also plot an enhancement near the band edges. The waveguide is shown

with the LDOS from Eq. (2.8) in the interval from the band edge to the light

line. The dashed line is an extrapolation of the waveguide contribution into

the light line.

Coupling E�ciency

In addition to the Purcell factor, the so-called β-factor is another important

parameter to quantify the coupling of a quantum dot to the PhC waveguide.

The β-factor is de�ned as

β =
Γwg

Γwg + Γrad + Γnrad
. (2.11)

It quanti�es the relative contribution to the decay rate due to the waveguide

mode Γwg compared to all other decay channels for the emitter and it gives

13
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an estimate of the coupling e�ciency of emitted photons into the waveguide

mode. Γrad includes all radiative rates into all other modes and Γnrad contains

any non-radiative contributions. From Eq. (2.11) we see that to increase β

we can either increase the decay rate into the waveguide through the Purcell

e�ect as described above or decrease either of the two rates in the denominator.

For PhC waveguides the decay rate to radiation modes is already suppressed

in the band gap of the PhC as shown in Fig. 2.4. We can therefore achieve a

very large β-factor into the propagating waveguide mode with a modest Purcell

factor. As an example we use realistic parameters of Γrad = 0.05 ns−1 inside

the band gap and a quantum e�ciency of 0.9 for a semiconductor quantum dot

in a homogenous medium Γnrad = 0.1 ns−1 [28]. To achieve a β-factor of 95%

we need a Purcell factor of Fp = 2.9. This can be obtained in a bandwidth

of around 10 nm for the parameters used in Fig. 2.2 and an emitter located

at the antinode of the �eld. PhC waveguides thus take advantage of both an

enhanced Purcell factor and the suppression of the radiative modes to enhance

the β-factor.

Alternative waveguide structures that have been used to collect photons into

propagating modes mostly relies on one of the two e�ects, either suppression of

radiative modes or enhancement of the Purcell factor. In plasmon waveguides

the coupling to radiation modes is similar to their bulk values and the coupling

to ohmic losses in the metallic nano-wires increases Γnrad [29]. So a much larger

Purcell factor is needed to obtain the same coupling e�ciency. Recently thin

dielectric nano-wires have been used to obtain high β-factors, which mainly

rely on the e�ect of decreasing the coupling to radiation modes but with less

emphasis on the Purcell factor [30].

2.2 Experimental Veri�cation with Embedded Quan-

tum Dots

We now study the variations in the density of states for PhC waveguide exper-

imentally and compare these to our predictions. We furthermore estimate the

collection e�ciency of the spontaneous emission from quantum dots into the

waveguide modes. We are especially interested in the slow region where the

coupling e�ciency is predicted to diverge.
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Figure 2.5: (a) Sketch of the physical composition of a quantum dot, con-

structed from a low band gap semiconductor island (yellow) embedded in a

semiconductor with larger band gap (blue). The layer underneath the quan-

tum dots is the wetting layer. (b) Semiconductor band edge level diagram

for the valance and conduction band for a cut through a InAs quantum dot

embedded in GaAs. The strong con�nement inside the quantum dot creates

discrete energy levels. The arrows show the standard non-resonant excitation

scheme with a laser pulse followed by subsequently relaxation of the exciton

pair into the quantum dot and �nally single photon spontaneous emission from

the excited quantum dot.

2.2.1 Semiconductor Quantum Dots

As emitters, we use self-assembled semiconductor quantum dots which con-

sist of InAs nano-scale islands embedded in a GaAs host material as sketch in

Fig. 2.5a. They provide a set of discrete levels and in many way behave like ar-

ti�cial atoms and have excellent optical properties with high emission quantum

e�ciency. This type of quantum dots is grown using a molecular beam epitaxy

(MBE) process where single mono-layers of InAs are deposited one layer at a

time on a GaAs substrate. The two semiconductors have di�erent lattice con-

stant and above a critical thickness of the InAs layer the induced lattice strain

releases by forming small islands on top of a few atom thick wetting layer of

InxGa1−xAs. The formation is a statistical process, which leads to distribution

of the dot sizes with a mean around 10− 20 nm in diameter and 3− 5 nm in

hight. The di�erent dot sizes result in an inhomogeneous broadened emission

spectrum. Finally the sample is capped with GaAs to close all the dangling
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1 mm

2r a

Figure 2.6: Two scanning electron microscope images of a PhC waveguide

sample: A large area image and a close up of the area around the waveguide

where the lattice constant a and the diameter 2r is marked.

bonds, which improves the optical properties. Since, InAs has a smaller band

gap than GaAs and the dots provide a three dimensional potential well that

con�nes the excitons stronger than the Coulomb interaction energy. This cre-

ates a discrete set of states for both the electrons and the holes as sketched

in Fig. 2.5b. Despite the simple sketch, the quantum dot presents a compli-

cated multi-particle spin �ne-structure [31] that has profound implications for

coherent experiments on quantum dots [32] and allow schemes to use quantum

dots as spin-qubits for quantum computation. The �rst excited single-exciton

state has four spin states: two optically active bright states with total angu-

lar moment of ±1 and two optical dark states with total angular momentum

±2, which lead to two decay components in the decay curve. The quantum

dots can be optically excited by a non-resonant laser pumping above the GaAs

band gap energy or into the continuum of wetting layer states. The electron-

hole pair subsequently relaxes through a series of scattering processes into the

�rst excited state of the quantum dot, from which it can spontaneously decay

emitting a single photon. Quantum dots are thus promising candidates for

single photons sources.

2.2.2 Active Photonic Crystal Waveguide Samples

The studied sample consists of a Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) PhC membrane

with a triangular lattice of air holes, where one row has been left out to form

the waveguide structure. The sample is fabricated on a GaAs wafer. An epi-
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Figure 2.7: Sketch of the experimental setup, showing the important equip-

ment. See text for a description of the individual components.

taxial structure is grown on top of the wafer that is composed of a 1 µm thick

sacri�cial layer of AlGaAs followed by a 150 nm thick GaAs layer. In the cen-

ter of the top GaAs layer a single layer of self-assembled InAs quantum dots is

grown. The dots have a density of 250 µm−2 and a center emission wavelength

of 960 nm and an inhomogeneous broadening of 60 nm. The PhCs are fabri-

cated by �rst patterning an electron sensitive mask with a E-beam followed

dry etching to form the holes. The free standing membranes are created by se-

lective wet etching the sacri�cial AlGaAs layer with Hydro�ouric acid through

the holes. An example of the fabricated structures is seen in the SEM images

in Fig. 2.6. The triangular PhC structure and waveguide is clearly visible. In

the close up image, we see that the holes slightly deviate from perfect circles.

And from SEM images of the cleaved membranes we know that these have a

slight unintended roughness due to the wet etch. This roughness will lead to

additional out-of-plane scattering losses and result in a small increase in the

membrane thickness. In the simulations we have used a membrane thickness

of 155 nm. For the measurements described in the following we used samples

with a lattice constant of a = 256 and a hole radius of r = 0.30a = 77 nm. The

samples are 7 µm wide and L = 100 µm long.
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2.2.3 Experimental Setup

The experiential setup is sketched in Fig. 2.7. It consists of a confocal micro-

photoluminescence setup where the sample is located in the a Helium �ow

cryostat and sits on a cold �nger. Controlling both a heater beneath the sam-

ple and the Helium �ow through the cryostat the temperature can be stabilized

at any temperatures between 4.2 K and 300 K using a PID control. The sample

is excited with a Coherent Mira tunable Ti:Sapphire laser operating in mode-

locked pico-second mode with a repetition rate of 76 MHz and a pulse width

of 2 ps. The laser is tunable in the range between 700 nm and 950 nm. For the

present experiments the laser is tuned to 850 nm, which excites the quantum

dots non-resonantly though the wetting layer states but below the band gap

of GaAs. The sample is excited through a Nikon LWD 40xC objective with

a NA=0.65 located outside the cryostat. The objective is corrected to focus

correctly though the 1.5 mm thick cryostat window forming a excitation spot

of 1.4 µm FWHM (Full Width at Half Maximum) on the sample. The photo-

luminescence from the quantum dots is collected from the top though the same

objective and �ltered though two long pass �lters with cut o� at 850 nm and

875 nm to �lter out the laser light. The signal is then focused into a single

mode polarization maintaining (PM) �ber that acts as a collection pin-hole,

that image a 1.4 µm spot on the sample surface. A polarizing beam splitter

before the �ber oriented perpendicular to the laser polarization rejects the re-

maining laser light. The collected light from the �ber is focused into to a 0.67 m

spectrometer and directed to either a CCD camera or through a narrow slit

to a avalanche photo detector (APD) for single photon counting. The setup

is equipped with two di�erent APDs: a PekinElmer with a time resolution of

280 ps and a MPD APD with a time resolution of 40 ps but with an approx-

imately 6 times lower quantum e�ciency. Using a 600 lines/mm grating we

obtain a spectral resolution on the CCD of 0.1 nm. The spectral resolution

on the slit depends on the slit width, but for the 50 µm used in the following

experiments we obtain a resolution of 0.15 nm. By scanning the grating and

continuously recording the arrival of photons on the APD we can build up a

spectrum and in this way calibrate the grating angle to the wavelength at the

exit slit. For time correlated photoluminescence experiments a quantum dot

is repeatedly excited by the pulsed laser and the arrival times of the emitted

photons from the quantum dot are correlated to the laser pulse using a Pi-
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coHarp time correlator with an internal timing resolution of 4 ps. The real

timing resolution are limited by the timing uncertainties of the APDs given

by their instrument response function (IRF). A histogram of the arrival time

di�erences between the emitted photons and the laser pulse is constructed to

form a decay curve.

Since we are interested in measuring on quantum dots coupled to the prop-

agating mode of the PhC waveguide we expect that a large fraction of the

emitted photons are directed into the waveguide mode away from the detection

optics. Only photons scattered out of plane is detected. It would be more

suitable to directly measure at the end of the waveguide, which was not im-

plemented at the time of the experiments. However, since the decay curves

measure the total decay of the quantum dots into all modes it is still possible

to obtain reliable indirect information on the coupling to the waveguide from

the decay detected from the out-of-plane emitted photons

2.2.4 Broad Band Mapping of the Density of States

By measuring the radiative decay rates of a large set of single quantum dots we

can map out the spectral variation in the LDOS of the waveguide as reported

in Ref. [33]. In Fig. 2.8 we have plotted the measured decay rates for 26 single

quantum dots located in the vicinity of the PhC waveguide structure over a

large bandwidth of 40 nm. The solid line shows the calculated decay rate from

the Purcell factor into the waveguide mode Eq. (2.10) using a homogenous

decay rate of 1.1 ns−1. A large fraction of the quantum dots show a decay rate

of less than 0.2 ns−1, which corresponds to quantum dots that are not coupled

to the waveguide mode and whose decay are inhibited by the band gap of the

PhC. The slowest decay rate observed is 0.05 ns−1. The detection spot of

1.4 µm, much larger than the waveguide mode of a few hundred nanometer,

means that some of the measured quantum dots are positioned outside the

waveguide. However, a few quantum dots show decay rates larger than 0.5 ns−1

with the largest of 1.3 ns−1 near a frequency of 0.261a/λ. The spectral position

match with the enhanced density of states near the slow light regime. A few

quantum dots at around ν = 0.265a/λ also show enhanced decay rates and

follow general trend of the simulated waveguide dispersion. Quantum dots

emitting at lower frequencies have also been measured and are all found to

have low decay rates, less than 0.5 ns−1, until we reach the frequencies for the
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Figure 2.8: Left axis: Measured decay for di�erent quantum dots in a PhC

waveguide with lattice constant a = 256 nm as a function of normalized fre-

quency. The �lled dots have been �tted with a single exponential decay and

the empty dots with a double exponential decay. The dashed line at 0.15 ns−1

is the mean decay rate of quantum dots not coupled to the waveguide. Right

axis: The solid line show the calculated Purcell factor with the gray ares as the

uncertainty within a± 2 nm.

lower band edge of the PhC. This indicates that the large decay rates are

related to the Purcell enhancement into the waveguide mode. The �uctuations

in the decay rates between the di�erent quantum dots are related to variations

in the spatial and polarization overlap between the mode �eld and the quantum

dot dipole moments. The measured quantum dots will thus spread out in an

interval below the maximum simulated value. This method therefore provide

us with an statistical probe of the broadband variation in the LDOS.

2.2.5 Detailed Mapping of the Waveguide Band Edge

To obtain a more detailed description of the interesting region in the slow light

regime we have temperature tuned a set of single quantum dots across the band

edge and recorded decay rates as a function of detuning relative to the cut-o�

wavelength. From these measurements we extract a minimum estimate of the

coupling e�ciency, or β-factor, for a single quantum dot into the waveguide

mode of 85% directly at the band edge [34]. In the following section is provided
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Figure 2.9: Photoluminescence spectrum (black line) of InAs quantum dots

embedded in a PhC waveguide measured at 10K with a pump power around

saturation. The dashed red line shows a multi-Lorentzian �t of the sharp quan-

tum dot lines and a Gaussian function to �t the broad peak (blue line), which

is a signature of the PhC crystal waveguide band edge. Inset: Temperature

dependence of the quantum dot emission wavelength of 5 selected quantum

dots, marked with arrows in the main panel (�lled circles), and of the PhC

waveguide band edge (open circles). The lines are second order polynomial �ts

to the data.

a detailed description of this experiment.

An example of a photoluminescence spectrum recorded at an intensity of

65 W/cm2, near the saturation power of the exciton lines, is shown in Fig. 2.9.

The spectrum was recorded at a temperature of 10 K. Several narrow peaks

whose linewidths are limited by the spectral resolution that can be attributed

to the emission of single quantum dots and are visible on top of a broader

peak. This broad peak is the spectral signature of the band edge of the PhC

waveguide. Five of these narrow quantum dot peaks have been selected for

further analysis. The peaks are marked by arrows and named QD1�5. The

two �rst quantum dots (QD1�2) have a low intensity of 100− 200 c/s on the

APD which exemplify the disadvantage of the measurement scheme where we

probe from the top. The spectrum has been �tted (red dashed line) with
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a Gaussian function for the peak (blue line) and a sum of Lorentzians for

the quantum dots in the vicinity of the peak. From this �t we extract the

position and the width σ of the broad peak. The spectral position of the

broad peak is at λm = 968.7 nm, in very good agreement with the band edge

position 968.4nm obtained by a 3D band structure calculation as described

in Sec. 2.1.1. A refractive index of 3.44 for GaAs was used. Converting the

Gaussian width to a full width at half maximum (FWHM) gives an equivalent

Q-factor of Q = λm/∆λ = λm/2
√
2σ = 800. Fitting the spectra in the same

way but with a Lorentzian for the broad peak results in a narrower linewidth

with Q = 1440. The presented band edge peak has not been studied under high

continues wave (CW) excitation power. However, similar peaks observed in the

waveguide saturate at a intensity that is 2�3 time the intensity of the nearby

quantum dots. Compared to standard PhC cavities that normally saturate

far above the quantum dot background, even for comparable Q-factors [35],

this is a quite di�erent behavior. From spectral scans perpendicular to the

waveguide it is clear the this feature is localized to the waveguide structure.

The same feature has been observed at di�erent position on the waveguide.

However, we have not performed any systematic scans along this waveguide to

assess whether this feature is common along the whole waveguide or a localized

phenomena. So far, we can conclude that the peak is related to the edge of the

PhC waveguide. We will further discuss this in connection with the decay rate

measurements later in the chapter and in more detail in the rest of the thesis

with regards to the formation of Anderson localized modes.

By changing the temperature of the sample, both the quantum dots and

the photonic mode shift towards longer wavelengths. Inherent to the di�er-

ent physical mechanics causing the spectral change, the two moves at di�erent

rates and this is thus an e�cient mechanism to tune the quantum dots relative

to the photonic modes. The extracted spectral position for the quantum dots

and the band edge mode are shown in the insert of Fig. 2.9. In Fig. 2.10 are

plotted low excitation spectra at temperatures in 5 K steps from 10 K to 60 K.

The colored lines follow four of the selected quantum lines in Fig. 2.9 across

the temperature series. For increasing temperatures we see that the quantum

dots both broaden and diminish in intensity due to increased dephasing and the

drop in quantum e�ciency [36]. We use a maximum temperature of 60 K as

a compromise between the maximum tuning range of around ∼ 4 nm and the
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Figure 2.10: Spectra for temperatures between 10 K and 55 K. A broadening

and a diminishing of the quantum lines are visible for increasing temperatures.

The colored lines show the traces of the quantum dot QD2-5 identi�ed in the

di�erent spectra. The error bars in the 10 K spectrum is the spectral resolution.

ability to distinguish the quantum dots from the background. For higher tem-

peratures, non-radiative depopulation of the quantum dots by optical phonons

start to contribute [36].

For all the �ve quantum dots we have performed time correlated photo-

luminescence experiments. Examples of decay curves for QD3 are shown in

Fig. 2.11a as a function of the emission wavelength, recorded at temperatures

between 10 K and 60 K. The initial slope of the decay curves changes signif-

icantly with temperature and is steepest at 20 K and slowest at 55 K. Two

decay curves at 20 K and 60 K are plotted in Fig. 2.11b together with �ts to

a bi-exponential model convoluted with the APD IRF and the measured dark

count (DC) as background leaving a total of 4 �tting parameters,

I(t) =

∫ ∞

0

dτ IRF(t− τ)
(
Afaste

−Γfastt +Aslowe
−Γslowt

)
+DC. (2.12)

In addition, the relative timing o�set between the decay curve and the IRF is

unknown. When changing the temperature of the sample the sample holder

expand, changing this o�set. We determine the o�set separately for each decay

curve. We optimize by minimizing the goodness of �t parameter χ2 for �ts that

start at the steep slope before the point of maximum intensity to include the
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Figure 2.11: (a) Decay curves of a single quantum dot (QD3) measured with 5 K

steps in a temperature range between 10 K and 60 K and plotted as a function

of the emission wavelength. (b) Double exponential decay �ts convoluted with

the IRF for the decay curves at 20 and at 60 K.

timing of the excitation pulse in the �t. In this way small relative o�sets result

in large changes in χ2. The o�set has been corrected in Fig. 2.11b. In the shown

�ts the �tting interval start 200 ps before the maximum intensity, which allows

us to capture the fastest components of the decay curves. This is especially

important for decay rates close to that of the IRF, which is the case for the

decay curve at 20 K. In this regime the extracted parameters become more

sensitive to the exact �tting conditions so the real uncertainty is di�cult to

assess but much larger than the 0.02 ns−1 extracted from the �tting procedure.

If we �t the decay curve at 20 K without the IRF we obtain a fast decay rate

of ∼ 4.5 ns−1, around 1 ns−1 slower than with the IRF. The decay rate for

the decay curve at 60 K gives identical values of around 0.76 ns−1 whether we

include the convolution with the IRF or not. This curve can e�ectively be

�tted by a single-exponential with a free background, since the slow and fast

components are very similar.

The fastest of the two exponents corresponds to the total measured decay

rate: Γtot = Γwg+Γrad+Γnon-rad that contains the radiative decay rate into the

waveguide mode Γwg, out-of-plane radiation Γrad, and the non-radiative decay

rate Γnon-rad. The slow exponent contains contributions from �ne structure

e�ects including the non-radiative decay from dark states and the spin-�ip

time between dark and bright states [37]. Furthermore, the slow component
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Figure 2.12: Decay rates of the �ve quantum dots marked with arrows in the

spectrum in Fig. 1 plotted as a function of the emission wavelength. The

extracted β-factors for four quantum dots are shown in the legend. The two

dashed lines labeled with Γres and Γnon-res mark the fastest decay rate on

resonance with the PhC waveguide band edge and the slowest decay rate when

the quantum dot emission lies in the PhC band gap for quantum dot 3 (QD3),

respectively.

contains minor contributions from other quantum dots whose emission lines

overlap with the quantum dot under study within the spectral resolution of the

setup. This last contribution is the main source of the variations in the slow

component. Since we are interested in the radiative coupling to the waveguide

mode, in the following, we only focus on the fast component.

All the extracted decay rates for the 5 quantum dots are plotted in Fig. 2.12

as a function of detuning ∆λ = λQD − λmode, where λmode is extracted from

the gaussian �t above. Quantum dot 1 (QD1) is approximately detuned −4 nm

away from the band edge peak and shows a constant decay rate of > 2 ns−1

over a the full tuning range of ∼ 1.5 nm. The �at dispersion is consistent

with the quantum dot being coupled to the PhC waveguide mode. The rest

of the quantum dots QD2�5 are all located near the band edge peak, at zero

detuning, and follow the same trend with a peak in the decay rates followed by

a monotonically decrease down to around 0.7 ns−1 for positive detunings. The
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maximum rates for these quantum dots are all higher than that of QD1, due to

a stronger coupling to the waveguide mode near the band edge, which indicates

that we have an enhanced coupling over the 4 nm range from QD1 to the peak.

However, the shape of the decay rate variation is not consistent across the

quantum dots. For instance the maximum for QD2 is shifted −0.5 nm relative

to the zero detuning and QD5 shows a sharp drop at 1 nm. The cause of

these inconsistencies is unclear but we attribute some of it to the uncertainty

in the �tting and to the di�culty in following the individual quantum dots

throughout the temperature series. The fact that we see a consistent decrease

in the decay rate for all the quantum dots at the long wavelength edge of the

band edge strongly indicate that we capture the correct shape of the band edge

tail. For higher temperatures we expect the decay rates to increase whereas

we observe the opposite e�ect and the variation is therefore caused by changes

in the radiative rates. Interestingly enough, they all level o� at approximately

the same value indicating that they are limited by the non-radiative decay rate

at 60 K rather then the radiative rate in the band gap.

We will now focus on QD3 since it exhibits the largest decay rate and

thus the strongest coupling to the waveguide mode. Starting from negative

detuning and moving towards zero, the measured decay rate increases reaching

a maximum value of Γres = 5.6 ns−1 on resonance. This corresponds to a

Purcell factor Fp = Γres/Γhom of 5.2, where Γhom = 1.1 ns−1 is the decay rate

measured for quantum dots in a homogenous medium. This Purcell factor

is 4 times larger than observed in Sec. 2.2.4. For positive detunings away

from resonance the measured decay rates decrease monotonically reaching a

minimum value of Γnon-res = 0.76 ns−1. From these data we can extract the

coupling e�ciency of the emission from a single quantum dot into the waveguide

mode, described by the β-factor:

β =
Γwg
Γtot

≈ Γres − Γnon-res
Γres

. (2.13)

where Γwg is the decay rate into the waveguide mode only. We are interested

in a best estimate on resonance, for both the evaluation of Γwg and Γtot. The

decay rate Γwg on resonance can be evaluated as Γres − Γnon-res when we as-

sume that Γrad +Γnon-rad is constant in the considered wavelength range. Due

to the small tuning range this is considered a good approximation. For a single

quantum dot the variations in Γnon-rad is mainly caused by the evaluated tem-
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Figure 2.13: Decay rates of QD3 extracted from the data shown in panel (a) as

a function of detuning relative to the waveguide band edge. The lines represent

di�erent �ts to the decay rates. All the �tting models have a free amplitude

since several uncontrolled variables determined the amplitude of the signal � e.g.

the spatial mismatch between the quantum dot position and the polarization

relative to the waveguide electric �eld and a free background. The solid black

line represents the simulated decay rate for a lossless PhC waveguide. The

dashed line is a second order expansion around the band edge which includes

a �nite loss. The solid gray line is a lorentzian �t.

peratures that increases Γnon-rad and therefore reduces the estimated β-factor.

The change in Γrad is expected to be small due to the small tuning range. The

fact that the optical environment changes radically, crossing the band edge,

might lead to non-trivial changes in the coupling to leaky radiation modes.

With the above measurements we retrieve β = 85%. Tuning the quantum dot

further away from the band edge would move it deeper into the band gap, which

would reduce Γnon-res. In section Sec. 2.2.4 we reported variations in Γnon-res

between 0.05− 0.43 ns−1 and in defect free PhCs we have observed inhibitions

factors (inverse of the Purcell factor) of up to 30. This would result in β-factors

between 92%−99%. A larger tuning range could be obtained by implementing

alternative tuning schemes like electrical tuning [38] or gas tuning [39], both

schemes are in the pipeline of further experiments.
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2.2.6 The Density of States at the Band Edge

From the measured decay rates we can map out the spectral dependence of the

LDOS and compare to various models for the expected LDOS near the band

edge. In Fig. 2.13a the decay rate for QD3, again, has been plotted, combined

with 3 di�erent models for the density of states: The solid black line represents

the ideal LDOS for a lossless PhC

Fp,max =
3πc3a

n3ω2vgVeff
(2.14)

To �t the 3 �rst data points we have added Γnon-res to account for coupling

to radiation modes and scaled the ideal Purcell factor by 0.04. This accounts

for the spatial and polarization mismatch between the quantum dot dipole

moment and the local electric �eld. It is clear that the data does not exhibit a

divergence and this curve only reproduces the �rst initial data points and not

the following reduction in the decay rate.

In real structures, where the losses are dominated by material absorbtion,

weak back scattering or out-of-plane scattering, the LDOS broadens near the

band edge. Lossy states are created inside the band gap that limit the max-

imum achievable group velocity and thus resolve the divergence. To model

this behavior we use a variant of the procedure in Ref. [40]. The losses in the

slow light regime is a complicated combination of out-of-plane losses that scale

with 1/vg and back scattering losses that scale with 1/v2g and is thus strongly

dispersive [41]. Here we assume that losses can be described by a single con-

stant parameter that is included as an imaginary part of the dielectric constant

ε = ε′+ iε′′. We �rst Taylor expand the band structure to second order around

the K = (a/π, 0, 0) point at the band edge

ω(k) = ω0 + α(k −K)2 (2.15)

where α is the curvature of the band and ω0 is the band edge frequency. The

dispersion at the band edge is �at and the �rst order term drops out. We have

extracted α by �tting the band structure with a second order polynomial and

succeedingly increased the number of kx-values included in the �t until the χ2-

value start to decrease. Using �rst order perturbation theory in ε′′ we acquire

a small imaginary shift in ω0 = ω0 +∆ω = ω0 − 1
2 ifω0ε

′′/ε′ in the band edge

frequency where f is the fraction of the electric energy in the absorbing media.
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Since the waveguide mode is con�ned inside the waveguide we let f ≈ 1. Just

proceeding by calculating the group velocity, ∂ω/∂k, from Eq. (2.15) leads to

unphysical results as the physical frequency ω can not be complex, so we invert

Eq. (2.15) and obtain a complex expression for k(ω)

k(ω) = K +

√
ω − ω0(1− 1

2 ifωε
′′/ε′)

α
(2.16)

Inserting this in the expression of the group velocity with a complex k, vg =

Re[∂ω∂k ] =
(
Re[∂ω∂k ]

)−1
we obtain an approximate expression for the group ve-

locity

vg ≈ 2β
√
α√

β + 2(ω − ω0)
, β2 = 4(ω − ω)2 + (ωfε′′/ε′)2. (2.17)

that is valid near the band edge and takes a small amount of loss into account.

For ω = ω0 we obtain a minimum group velocity of

vg = 2

√
αfω0

ε′′

ε′
(2.18)

and even for frequencies below the band edge ω < ω0, do we obtain �nite

values. By inserting Eq. (2.17) in the expression for the Purcell factor Eq. (2.14)

we get an approximate expression for the Purcell factor. The dashed line in

Fig. 2.13a is a �t to the Purcell factor with loss where the �tted parameters

are ε̃′′ = 0.0049, an amplitude Ã = 0.10, the background (Γ̃non-res = 0.63 ns−1)

and a frequency o�set for the band edge indicated by the dashed vertical line

in the �gure. The �tted ε′′ corresponds to a loss length

l =

2π

λ

√√
ε′2 + ε′′2 − ε′

2

−1

(2.19)

of l = 214 µm. Fitting QD2�5 gives similar values for ε′′. For positive detunings

the �t correctly follows the decrease down to the measured Γnon-res. However,

for negative detunings where the approximate solution is expected to converge

to the simulated values it crosses the simulated line within less than 0.1 nm from

the band gap, and gives consistently higher valuer for larger negative detunings.

This is also seen in the broader bandwidth in Fig. 2.13 for ε′′ = 0.0049 and unit

amplitude. Even in the limit of vanishing loss the 2nd order expansion deviate
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from the simulated values within −1 nm from the band edge. One limitation

of the model is the neglected dispersion in the losses. From the Purcell factor

obtained in the loss free simulation we see a strong dispersion in the slope

within the �rst 0.5 nm from the band edge. This questions the validity of the

model even for positive detunings where we have no exact simulation to verify

against. However, exactly at the band edge the model is correct, and using the

highest measured Purcell factor of 5.2 and solving for ε′′ we get a lower limit

for the loss length of l = 71 µm, which is shorter than the sample length.

The last curve (gray line) is a Lorentzian �t to the data points and among

the three models is the one that gives the best �t. The Lorentzian line shape

represent a localized mode and from the �t we can extract a Q-factor of 1480.

This is almost identical to the Lorentzian �t of the spectra, which gave Q =

1440. Although the Q-factor can not be accurately be obtained at low pumping

power, this support the idea that we are actually observing the coupling to

localized mode whose LDOS shape closely follow the spectral shape of the

mode. As will be discussed in more detail in the following chapter, so-called

Anderson localized modes indeed form near the band edge of the waveguide.

The low intensity band edge peaks at high power suggest that this not the case.

However, from the presented data we can not positively conclude whether we

are observing the coupling to a lossy propagating slow light mode or to a

localized mode.

2.3 Conclusion

In this chapter it has been shown that the spontaneous emission from single

quantum dots can be e�ciently coupled to a PhC waveguide in the slow light

regime. The measured decay rates of single quantum dots closely follow the

broadband behavior of the waveguide density of states and an enhancement of

7 has been observed between the fastest quantum dot coupled to the waveguide

compared to the average of uncoupled quantum dots. This proves that we can

couple the emission from single quantum dots to the propagating mode of a

PhC waveguide. At low pumping powers a spectral peak near the band edge

has been observed. By temperature tuning a set of quantum dots near the band

edge the variations in the density of state has been mapped out and a β-factor

of 85% has been extracted for single quantum dot into the waveguide mode.
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Conclusion

Finally, the shape of the band edge density of states has been compared to

three models. A lossy propagating mode or a localized mode both are possible

candidates for the mode we have observed in our experiments and we have so

far been unable to distinguish between the two scenarios.
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Chapter 3

Single Photon Emission in

the 1D Anderson Localized

Regime

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter the coupling of a single quantum dot to a propagating

mode of a PhC waveguide was studied. The slow-down of the group velocity

near the band edge of the waveguide led to an enhanced coupling strength

caused by the Purcell e�ect. Losses were treated as a perturbation resulting

from out-of-plane scattering or a mean back scattering probability resulting in

a loss rate proportional to n2
g. This treatment neglects multiple backward and

forward in-plane scattering and any interference e�ects between scattered light

waves in the waveguide. Historically, PhC waveguides were thought as useful

tools to propagate light on chips over long distances. However, the in-plane

multiple scattering has a very pronounced e�ect on the propagation of light

in 1D waveguides, especially in the slow light regime. If the mean free path

between scattering events is shorter than the length of the waveguide, multiple

forward and backward scattering on the same disorder site occurs, which forms

closed loops of light propagation that e�ectively localizes the light. Instead

of just causing increased losses, imperfections now transform the propagation
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into a di�erent regime, where light is no longer propagating but is trapped in

randomly con�ned modes. These localized modes are examples of Anderson

localized modes of light in a one 1D disordered system.

It was proposed by John [42] that a small amount disorder in a PhCs would

be e�cient to localize light near the band edges. Any random disruption of the

lattice structure creates bound states inside the otherwise forbidden band gap.

The low group velocities near the band edge increases the interaction time with

the disorder and thus increases the probability of multiple scattering. As the

group velocity converges towards zero near the band edge it is expected that

PhC waveguides are e�cient at localizing light into small random cavities. The

fact that these Anderson cavities are spontaneously created from the scattering

on the distributed disorder makes their existence inherently robust towards

imperfections. This makes them promising alternatives to traditional PhC

cavities for cavity QED, where highly engineered point defects create bound

states in the band gap. Here unavoidable imperfections from the fabrication

is detrimental to obtain ultra high Q-factor needed for cavity QED. Recently

Anderson-localization has been observed in spectral regions near the band edge

of PhC waveguides [43, 44], achieving quality factors of light con�nement as

high as 600.000 [45] and has been used to enhance the light-matter interaction

[46] in the weak coupling regime. The last results will be further discussed in

Chapter 4.

These studies are mainly focused on characterizing the e�ect of single re-

alizations of disorder, which can show interesting e�ects, but does not probe

the full phase space of the imperfections. Therefore, con�guration averaging

over many realization of the same type and strength of disorder is needed to

characterize the light propagation. The length scale over which the light is

localized, on average, is determined by the localized length ξ, which is given by

an exponential decay length away from a light source and is de�ned through

⟨ln[I(z)]⟩ = −z/2ξ (3.1)

where I(z) is the light intensity along the propagation direction and ⟨.⟩ denotes
the con�guration averaging. Due to the limited phase space of 1D systems, con-

sisting of only forward and backward propagating modes, light always localizes

in in�nitely long 1D samples. In this case part of the backward re�ected light

will eventually return to the light source with unit probability. For �nite size

samples, the transition to the localized regime occurs for ξ < L. For L > ξ,
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the light, on average, escapes the sample before being scattered twice and the

system is in the ballistic regime. The localization length is in general dependent

on the details of the type and strength of the disorder and can only be obtained

for a given system by solving Maxwell equations and ensemble averaging the

intensity distribution from a point source. One of the large breakthroughs in

the study of propagation in disordered media is the introduction of the scaling

theory of localization. It states that for uniformly disordered systems with

time reversal symmetry and no losses the ensemble average light propagation

is fully determined by the universal conductance/tranmission g of the system.

Here g is only a function of ξ/L [47, 12]. Therefore, the Q-factor distributions

of Anderson localized modes are fully determined by this ratio and any equiv-

alent system with the same ξ/L as the PhC waveguides would show the same

distributions. The out-of-plane scattering, leakage to modes above the light

line and intrinsic material losses in the PhC waveguides give rise to losses that

reduces the Q-factors arising from the purely 1D scattering. It has been shown

that a universal loss parameter ξ/l, where l is the loss length, is su�cient to

uniquely describe the light propagation and thus the Q-factor distributions [48].

In disordered periodic structures yet another universal parameter is needed to

describe the states inside the former band gap [49], which we disregards here.

In this chapter we present a theoretical study of the light-matter interaction

between a single quantum emitter and a photon con�ned in an Anderson-

localized mode in disordered PhC waveguides. Using a 1D model to extract

the distributions of the Q-factors and the light-emitter coupling strength for

the localized modes, we analyze the probability of achieving the strong coupling

regime for realistic values of the localization length and out of plane loss.

3.2 Modes of Disordered Photonic Crystal Waveg-

uides

To study the localized modes in more detail we have performed full coherent

2D �nite di�erence time domain (FDTD) simulations of disordered PhC waveg-

uides. From these simulations we can obtain the intensity pro�les and spectral

position of the modes for individual realizations of disorder. All the results

presented here originate from a single realization, although similar results have

been obtained from di�erent realizations.
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Figure 3.1: Image of the disordered PhC waveguide used in the FDTD simula-

tions. Black is the high index material (see Sec. 3.2 for parameters). The blue

area mark the PML layer.

The simulated structure is similar to the PhC waveguides in Chapter 2

and is shown in Fig. 3.1. It consist of air holes in 2D PhC arranged in a

hexagonal lattice with lattice constant a and hole radius 0.29a, where one row

has been removed in the center to form the waveguide. The total length of the

simulation domain is 81a with 8 row of holes on each side of the waveguide. The

holes in three rows on both side of the waveguide have been randomly displaced

according to a gaussian random number generator with a standard deviation of

0.03a. We only disturb a few rows on both side of the waveguide to encapsulate

the quasi-1D waveguide in a full band gap of a pure PhC. The refractive index

of the structure is n = 2.76 which corresponds to the e�ective refractive index

for the propagating mode in a PhC membrane waveguide with a membrane

thickness of 150 nm [50]. This value was found by manually matching the

band edge frequency of the waveguide in the 2D simulation with the ν =

0.2658a/λ for the membrane. This assumes that the transverse mode pro�le

for the localized modes are similar to the propagating modes of the waveguide.

Perfecting matching layers (PML) acting as absorbing boundary conditions

covers 5 lattice constants at either end of the waveguide and ensures that light

propagating to the ends of the domain is absorbed. This mimics a �nite size

waveguide where light that reaches the ends is lost. In Fig. 3.1 the size of the

PML layer is shown as the blue overlay. The non-uniform structure of the PhC

reduces the e�ect of the PML and numerical re�ections from the ends appear

even for thick layers covering 10-20 lattice constants. As we are interested in

localized modes the e�ect on the results are limited and the chosen size of 5 is

a compromise between calculation time and re�ectivity.
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3.2.1 Finite Di�erence Time Domain simulations

The simulations have been performed with the comprehensive MEEP FDTD

package [51], which allows to easily construct and simulate complex struc-

tures. The FDTD method directly solves for the time evolution of the Maxwell

equations for arbitrary current sources by time stepping the electric displace-

ment �eld D(r, t) and magnetic �eld B(r, t) in an equidistantly grid over the

structure, where D(r, t) = ε(r)E(r, t) and ε(r) is the frequency independent

dielectric constant. The �xed grid size used in FDTD directly determines the

resolution of the smallest structures. MEEP implements a sub-pixel averaging

procedure that improves the accuracy of the solution for features smaller than

the grid size [52]. This is essential for simulating small disorder variations in the

dielectric constant. For these simulations a spatial grid size of∆x = ∆y = a/20

and a time discretization of ∆t = 40a/c were used, where c is the speed of light.

Internally, normalized unit is used where c = 1 and all length scales are in units

of a.

The FDTD method is a well-established method for calculating the localized

quasi-modes of cavities. The structure is excited by a short electric dipole pulse

p(t), whose Fourier transform p(ω) = p0exp[−(ω−ω0)
2/∆ω] covers the relevant

spectral region. The solution satis�es:[
∇× 1

µ
∇×−ω2

c2
ε(r)

]
E(r, ω) =

ω2

c2
p(ω)δ(r − rs), (3.2)

where ε(r) and µ is the permittivity and permeability respectively. The di�er-

ent frequency components of the source excite all the modes of the structure

within the spectral range. In the time domain, after the source has died the

remaining �eld constitutes a super position of the naturally oscillating but de-

caying modes of the structure, which takes the form of a sum of oscillating

quasi-modes

E(r, t) =
∑
i

Ei0(r)e
−i(ωit−ϕi)−κit (3.3)

where Ei0 is the quasi-mode �eld amplitude, ωi is the resonance frequency,

ϕi is the phase and κi = ω/2Qi is the mode decay rate and Q-factor. The

intensity spectrum I(ω) = |FFT (E(r, t))|2 of Eq. (3.3) is a set of lorentzians

peaks whose FWHM linewidth is κ/2. Due to the �nite simulation time T ,

the spectral resolution is limited by 1/T . For large Q-factors the decay time

is much longer than the practical simulation time resulting in aliasing e�ects
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Figure 3.2: Broadband intensity spectrum summed over 9 di�erent equally

distributed position along a disordered PhC waveguide showing the di�erent

localized modes near the band edge. The gray area are frequencies below the

band edge of the ordered waveguide. The dashed black lines represent all the

identi�ed resonances from the 9 positions. Modes covering several detection

position are represented by multiple nearby lines. Red lines are a subset of the

all the modes that have been positively identi�ed from narrow band excitation.

from the high frequency components at the cut-o� time. A method, denoted

harmonic inversion (also included in the MEEP package) has been used to

circumvent these limitations [53]. In contrast to a general Fourier transform,

in this methodE(r, t) is assumed to have the form Eq. (3.3) and the parameters

are directly extracted for the highest amplitude peaks which allow to resolve

closely spaced resonances and extract their Q-factors with high accuracy.

To excite all the modes of the disordered waveguide we excite with 9 y-

polarized point sources distributed along the whole waveguide. The positions

of the sources have been randomly perturbed from the center of the waveguide

to not selectively excite nearly symmetric modes. The intensity spectrum from

a broadband source ∆ν = 0.02a/λ is plotted in In Fig. 3.2, covering the region

near the band edge of the waveguide. The spectra from the same 9 positions

are summed to extract all the modes. The simulation time covers 2000 optical

periods after the source pulses have died and the �elds at none of the 9 points
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have fully decayed at this time. Several sharp resonances are visible in the band

gap of the PhC indicating that localized states are indeed formed. Broader

features at higher frequencies in the spectral region of the waveguide mode are

observed, which represent low Q-modes. The dashed lines are the extracted

resonances from the harmonic inversion algorithm, combining all the resonances

for the 9 positions. Therefore one resonance can be represented by several lines

if the given mode extends over several detection points. If the modes have low

amplitudes at the detection points the resonance extraction is less accurate

resulting in a spread of the lines. However, from a more detailed study of

individual modes discussed later, it is clear that many of the lines represent

distinct and strongly con�ned modes and the spectrum below the band gap is

densely packed with modes.

The mode pro�les of the individual modes can be obtained after exciting

with a narrow band source around each individual mode. A total of 18 narrow

band simulations have been carried out with excitation bandwidths between

∆ν = 0.00012 − 0.00074a/λ according to the distance to nearby lines, with

a 20 to 50 hour computation time on 8 CPU for each mode. Decreasing the

bandwidth decreases the likelihood of exciting the nearby modes but increases

the execution time. Only 5 modes have been positively identi�ed as single

modes and they are shown as red lines in Fig. 3.2. The corresponding intensity

pro�les are shown in Fig. 3.3 ordered with increasing frequency. The rest of

the narrow band simulations either showed up as superpositions of multiple

modes or propagating Fabry-Pérot like modes within the waveguide with the

dominant re�ections from either the PML layer or defects far apart. It would

be interesting to study the latter modes in more detail as they cover extended

modes whose mode pro�le is not fully converged yet within the simulation time.

The extracted modes are therefore most likely biased towards small high-Q

modes.

The extracted Q-factors are in the range of 50.000 to 500.000. Since we

are performing 2D simulation they only account for the in-plane losses. This

explains the clear correlation seen in the �gure between mode extend and Q-

factor. For 3D membrane waveguides the coupling to states above the light

line will on average result in enhanced out-of-plane losses for strongly con�ned

modes and the observed correlation will be less pronounced. The lowQ-factor of

the modes above the band gap region are therefore a signature of more extended
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3: w l= a/0.2635 , Q=50.000

5: w l= a/0.2641 , Q=84.000

4: w l= a/0.2638 , Q=387.000

2: w l= a/0.2613 , Q=569.000

1: =0.2612 a/ , Q=485.000w l

Figure 3.3: Electromagnetic intensity (black-yellow) for 5 di�erent random

modes in a disordered PhC waveguide with 3% disorder in the hole positions

for the three rows on both side of the waveguide. The black region show the

high refractive index region of the structure. See Sec. 3.2 for parameter details.

Mode 1,2,4,5 show the hole simulation domain while mode 3 shows a zoom in

around the mode.
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modes rather than of the their actual Q-factors. However, the intensity pro�les

should resemble their 3D counterparts. All 5 modes is plotted in Fig. 3.3

approximately maintain the Bloch periodicity related to the underlying lattice

but with a modulated envelope. They are mostly mirror symmetric around

the waveguide plane and are strongly con�ned to the waveguide structure, only

extending 1-2 rows into the PhC even though 3 rows have been disrupted.

This resembles the lateral mode pro�le of the ideal waveguide mode. We can

intrepid it in this way that the disorder easily creates states in the band gap for

k-vectors along the waveguide and for frequencies below band edge and that the

waveguide already supply the physical space needed for the modes to occupy.

For k-vectors perpendicular to the waveguide the light sees the PhC band gap

and propagation is inhibited. Disorder induced states will be created near the

band edge of the 2D band gap, which is far away in frequency. Only if the

disorder is very pronounced, disrupting the band structure deep into the band

gap, are the modes allowed to expand perpendicular to the waveguide. The

band gap has been show to be very robust towards disorder maintaining 90% of

its bandwidth for 30% disorder, 10 times higher than used here [54]. Along the

direction parallel to the waveguide the modes can be characterized into modes

with only one or with several speckles. The smallest modes (1,2,4) cover only

a few lattice sites (see the zoom in for mode 1) and are very similar to mode

pro�les for engineered cavities optimized for high-Q and low mode volume

for QED experiments [3]. The two larger modes (3,5) extend over several

speckles with di�erent intensity, each covering a number of Bloch periods. It

is not clear from these few samples how representative these examples are

and more statistics is needed to obtain quantitative results. However, it is

evident that even a small amount of disorder in PhC waveguides are enough

to strongly localize light to within a few lattice constants resulting in very low

mode volumes.

3.2.2 Towards Ensemble Averaged Simulations

One of the tasks in the direct line of the current simulations is to extract the

localization length, study its dependence on the amount and type of disorder

and, study any dispersive trends in mode pro�le and localization length. To

answer these questions, a con�guration average over di�erent sample needs to

be performed. For each sample, simulations to extract mode pro�les are needed
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as discussed above. The close spectral packing and large variation in Q-factors

make this a tedious task that is hard to automate using the employed FDTD

method. To extract the real Q-factors full 3D simulations are needed, which

is beyond the scope of this method due to the large di�erence in length scale

between the features sizes of the structure and the scattering sites. Disorder

breaks the symmetry/periodicity which prevent the use of Bloch's theorem to

reduce the domain. The simulated structures therefore need to span the full

size of the sample or at least be larger then the mean scattering length. For the

used FDTD method the computation times scales at least as Nd where N is

the number of grid in one dimension and, d is the dimension. For large samples

this scaling makes it unfeasible to perform ensemble averages.

Several alternative methods have been used to circumvent this problem.

As already mentioned in Chapter 2 treating disorder as a perturbation using

a Green's function approach has been successfully employed to calculate the

back scattering and out-of-plane losses in PhC waveguide in the weak scat-

tering regime [41]. Here the con�guration average is performed prior to the

electromagnetic calculation and the PhC is on average considered to be peri-

odic, which disregards any interference e�ects. The method therefore only gives

correct results in the ballistic regime for low group velocities. This theory pre-

dicts a back scattering loss that scales with n2
g and a radiation loss that scales

with ng. For moderate group indices ng the back scattering loss dominates

and for high ng > 30 − 100 the theory breaks down [55]. Recently, di�erent

methods have been devised to simulate the electromagnetic properties of 3D

disorder PhC waveguides [56, 57, 58] including coherent multiple scattering

events. Both simulations and recent experiments show that multiple scattering

dominates above a given threshold in group index, resulting in the formation of

narrow spectral resonances for single disorder realizations. In near �eld mea-

surements the mode pro�le is seen to be strongly disrupted in this regime [55].

Similar mode pro�les to the ones seen in Fig. 3.3 are observed in simulation for

PhC waveguides longer then 1000 lattice constants and with 0.002a disorder us-

ing a Bloch mode expansion method [58]. So far only Ref. [57] have presented

an extensive analysis for ensemble averaged values using a Bloch scattering

matrix method. Here the localization length is predicted to approach a sin-

gle lattice constant at the band edge and the onset of localization, de�ned as

ξ ≤ L, is seen to occur for successively lower ng as the amount of disorder is
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increased. These predictions are veri�ed in Ref. [58] where localization length

at the length scale of the lattice constant is obtained inside the band gap. Ex-

perimentally localization length down to 27 µm have been measured in PhC

waveguides obtained from the ensemble average transmission [44].

In this section we have shown that a small amount of disorder in a PhC

waveguide can create localized modes at frequencies near the band edge. It

is thus possible to control the spectral location of the modes through band

engineering of the PhC waveguide. The simulated mode pro�les are strongly

con�ned, some to only a few lattice constants. With the employed FDTD

method it is not feasible to perform the ensemble averages needed to calculate

the localization length and the statistical properties of the modes. Instead,

we utilize the quasi-1D nature of the PhC modes and universality of the ratio

ξ/L and ξ/l to study the distribution of Q-factors and the emitter coupling

strengths in a equivalent 1D model. To actually calculate ξ for a disordered

PhC waveguide full 3D simulations are needed, but all statistical observables

for the same ratios of ξ/L and ξ/l are identical.

3.3 Anderson Localization in a 1D Optical Model

for a Disorder Waveguide

In order to obtain statistics for the Anderson localized modes and to assess the

coupling strength to emitters we employ a 1D model. A detailed description

of this model and the optical properties including transmission statistics and

intensity distributions are reported in Ref. [59]. The disordered model consists

of a stack of thin layers with a thickness of Lp = 10 nm of varying refractive

index taken from a uniform distribution with a mean of ⟨n⟩ = 3.5 and width

∆n and a total sample length of L = 100 µm. The sample is embedded in

a surrounding material with refractive index 3.5 and hence represent an open

system, displaying �nite Q-factors. The thickness of the layers is much smaller

than the wavelength of light to be in the weak scattering limit. This model

is an implementation of the well studied random matrix theory [60]. The

detail of the disorder is not important but the layer thickness and ∆n uniquely

determines the universal ratio ξ/L. Compared to the PhC waveguide that we

are describing this model does not take the super imposed periodicity from the

PhC into account, which would leads to the strong dispersion near the band
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Figure 3.4: (a) Sketch of 1D disordered waveguide composed of a stack of layers

with thickness Lp and with di�erent refracting indices (gray colors). The As

and Bs denote the amplitudes of the forward and backward propagating �elds.

From Ref. [59].

edge. A more realistic model would be to add small amount of disorder to a

periodic structure with the same periodicity as the PhC.

A sketch of the structure is plotted in Fig. 3.4 where each layer is number

from 0 to N − 1. The �eld propagation in such a 1D layered structure consists

of successive re�ections from each interface and the �nal �eld arises from the

total interference e�ect from all the layers. The propagating �eld is given

by forward a backward propagating modes. Assuming only one polarization

direction perpendicular to the waveguide we have a scalar �eld of the form

E(z) = A(z)ei β(z)z +B(z)e−i β(z)z, (3.4)

where β(z) = k0 n(z) is the propagation constant with k0 = 2π/λ as the wave

number and n(z) is the position depended refractive index. The propagation in

the layered medium can be calculated analytically by using the transfer matrix

theory [50]. Here the amplitudes E(z) = [A(z), B(z)]T are transferred through

M layers from point z0 to z by a matrix M(z, z0), E(z) = M(z, z0)E(z0),

where E(z)T denotes the transposed vector of E(z). M(z, z0) consists of a

product of matrices where each matrix either describes the free propagation of

distance dj inside a single layer with refractive index nj , Mp(dj , nj), or the

re�ection and transmission at the interface between two layers MI(nj , nj+1)

with,

Mp(dj , nj) =

[
e−i k0nj dj 0

0 ei k0nj dj

]
, MI(nj , nj+1) =

1

t

[
1 r

r 1

]
,

(3.5)

and

t =
2nj

nj+1 + nj
, r =

nj − nj+1

nj+1 + nj
. (3.6)
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Assuming that we know the �eld at zj in the center of layer j and want to

propagate it to the end of the sample where the surrounding medium has the

refractive index nN the propagation matrix becomes

M(zN , zj) = MI(nN−1, nN )Mp(Lp, nN−1) . . .MI(nj+1, nj)Mp(Lp/2, nj).

(3.7)

To model the interaction between light and an embedded point dipole in

the 1D disordered medium we calculate the Greens function in 1D that ful�ll

[61, 62]

−∇2G(z, z′, ω)− k20ε(z)G(z, z′, ω) = δ(z − z′). (3.8)

It describes the electromagnetic response at position z from a point source at

z′. The electric �eld can in general be found as a superposition of point source

E(z, ω) =

∫ ∞

−∞
G(z, z′, ω)

k20
ε0

P (z′, ω) dz′, (3.9)

where P (z) is the polarization of the medium. For a point dipole with dipole

moment d(ω) the polarization is P (z) = d(ω)δ(z − z′) and we obtain the fol-

lowing expression for the electric �eld

E(z, ω) = G(z, z′, ω)
k20
ε0

d(ω). (3.10)

The imaginary part of the Green's function determines the one-dimensional

projected LDOS, ρ(z0, ω), at position z0

ρ(z0, ω) =
k0
πc

Im(G(z0, z0, ω)) (3.11)

which determines the spontaneous emission properties of an emitter inside the

medium. It describes the optical response from the environment back to the

emitter position, which modify the decay rate of the emitter.

The Greens function G(z0, z0, ω) can be solved analytically by separating

the structure into three parts. We assume that the emitter is at position z0

in a host layer. All the disordered layers to the right e�ectively form a mirror

with an e�ective re�ection coe�cient rR and likewise, the disordered layers

form a e�ective mirror to the left with re�ection coe�cient rL, whose values

can be found using the transfer matrix method described above. This leaves

the emitter in a cavity and the Greens function can be solved self consistently

at any position in the host layer. See Ref. [59] for full details. In the limit of
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Figure 3.5: (a), Calculated intensity pro�le in a one-dimensional lossless

medium with ξ = 15 µm. The thickness of the layers is LP = 10 nm, the length

of the structure is 100 µm, the refractive index varies within n = 3.5 ± 0.32,

and the monochromatic light source with λ = 980 nm is placed at z0 = 50 µm.

(b), Ensemble-averaged spatial intensity pro�le. The gray curve is a �t to the

data with I(z) = exp(−|z − z0|/2ξ).

small layer thickness compared to the wavelength the following expression can

be derived [63]

G(z0, z0, ω) =
i c

2ω n(z0)
× 1 + rL + rR + rL rR

1− rL rR
. (3.12)

In Fig. 3.5a we show the calculated intensity I(z) = 1/2n2 c |E(z)|2 from

a point source in the center of a single realization of the disordered medium

with ∆n = 0.32. The intensity is clearly localized and approximately centered

around the emitter. But it also shows large �uctuations with a large number

of almost perfect cancelations where the intensity drops to zero. These speckle

features are signatures of multiple scattering and intensity �uctuations taken

over an ensemble of disorder realizations can be used as a robust method to

identify Anderson localization [47]. After averaging over 10,000 di�erent real-

izations of disorder all with the emitter in the center we retrieve the plot in

Fig. 3.5b. The random �uctuations have been washed out as they are char-

acteristics of the speckles for the individual realizations. The intensity pro�le

now resembles an exponential decay away from the source. The solid line is a

�t to I(z) = exp(−|z − z0|/2ξ), from which we extract a localization length of

ξ = 15 µm. By performing the same type of simulations for di�erent ∆n and
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Figure 3.6: Normalized local density of states (LDOS) map calculated for a

single realization along the whole 100 µm of the sample in the spectral range

960− 980 nm. The variation in the refractive index is ∆ = 0.54 corresponding

to a localization length of 20 µm

keeping the layer thickness constant Lp = 10 nm we can extract an approxi-

mate relation between ξ/L and ∆n for the given sample length, which shows

a power law behavior ∆n = 0.22(ξ/L)0.548. This allows us to later initiate

simulations with a desired localization length.

In Fig. 3.6 we have calculated the LDOS (Eq. (3.11))for positions along the

whole waveguide and at the same time varied the frequency of the emitter in a

spectral range between 960− 980 nm. In the frequency domain we see a set of

separated resonances that have a well-de�ned and constant linewidth along the

waveguide. These we identify as quasi-modes of the open disordered structure.

Along the waveguide each mode shows strong speckle �uctuations similar to the

intensity in Fig. 3.5. The linewidths of the modes are in general broader near

the boundaries of the sample, which is expected as the loss rate out of the sam-

ple ends here is increased. The random but well-resolved spectral resonances

is according to the Thouless criterium a signature of Anderson localization.

Formally it stats that δ/∆ < 1 is ful�lled in the localized regime where δ is

the average linewidth and ∆ is the average mode spacing. It is worth noting

that the intensity in Fig. 3.5 shows the �eld from a single emitter whereas the

data in Fig. 3.6 shows the coupling strength to emitters at all positions along

the waveguide. We later derive in Sec. 3.4.4 that the LDOS can be interpreted

as the source�free quasi-mode intensity and they show the correct intensity for

the quasi-eigenmodes of the system.
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Figure 3.7: (a) Normalized Q-factor probability distributions for di�erent local-

ization lengths (symbols) with �ts to log-normal distributions (solid lines). (b)

Histograms of the Q-factor probability distributions for di�erent values of loss

length. The solid lines are �ts to log-normal distributions modi�ed to include

a loss Qloss-factor (see text).

3.3.1 Q-Factor Distributions

We now consider the LDOS pro�le for an emitter positioned in the center of

the sample r0 = (0, 0, L/2), which corresponds to drawing a line in the center

of Fig. 3.6. The LDOS pro�le in the spectral range of 965− 975 nm is �tted

with a sum of Lorentzian functions:

ρ(r0, ω) =
∑
i

ρ0,i(r0)
1

π

κi/2

(ω − ωi)2 + (κi/2)2
, (3.13)

each describing a single mode with resonance frequency ωi, photon decay rate

κi = ωi/Qi and amplitude ρ0,i(r0) where Qi is the mode quality factor. We

consider 8000 samples with di�erent realizations of disorder and �ts a total

of 30.000-40.000 modes for each localization length. From these we get the

mode Q-factor and LDOS-distributions. In this �tting process the peaks in the

spectrum are �rst identi�ed to determine the number of modes to �t. Modes

with Q-factors below 200 are disregarded since they extend over the total �t

range and likewise Q-factor above 107 are not captured or are �tted to a lower

value due to the �nite spectral resolution.

Figure 3.7a plots the extracted Q-factor probability distributions for di�er-

ent localization lengths, all smaller than the sample length to ensure that we

are in the localized regime. Even for ξ > L, we still observe localized modes
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but the number are reduced for a �xed number of realizations. Occasionally,

single realizations localize the light even though on average the light propa-

gation is in the ballistic regime. From the results in Fig. 3.7a it is very clear

that the distributions strongly depend on the localization length with a 1-2

order increase in the most likely Q-factor in the range ξ = 10 − 45 µm. This

is also seen from Fig. 3.8b (circles) where the ensembles average of ⟨log(Q)⟩ is
plotted as a function of ξ. Here, for smaller localization lengths we observe a

super exponential increase in the mean Q-factors followed by an increase in the

standard deviation. Especially from around 15 µm and below we see a change

in the slope of the average values. Since the emitter is located in the center

of the sample, this facilitate the coupling to modes located near the center

and the probability of coupling to extended modes with the highest amplitude

close to the edges diminishes. If we would detect the modes throughout the

whole sample, and not only in the center, the average Q-factor for the same ξ

would be reduced. The smallest localization length simulated is ξ = 7 µm as

the strong increase in both mean and standard deviation drastically reduce the

spectral resolution needed to resolve the spectral resonances.

It has been shown that the distribution of normalized photon decay rates

κ̃ = ω/Q∆ is universal, meaning that the distribution of κ̃ and derived quanti-

ties only depends on the universal parameter ξ/L, where ∆ is the mean spectral

splitting between the modes [64]. In the localized regime, in the limit of narrow

resonances (κ < exp(−2ξ/L)), κ̃ is log-normal distributed [65, 64]. This relies

on the assumption that there are no long range correlation and the modes are

exponential localized with a gaussian distributed decay length. It would be in-

teresting to test if the distribution was log-normal even in disordered periodic

structures as the periodicity introduces correlation in the disorder. The solid

lines in Fig. 3.7a are �ts to a log-normal distribution

P (Q0) =
1√

2πQ0σ
e−

(µ−log(Q0))2

2σ2 (3.14)

where Q0 is the in-plane Q-factor and µ and σ are distribution parameters that

depend on ξ/L and has been extracted using a most likelihood estimate for the

individual values of ξ. The �ts show nice correspondence with the simulated

data over a span of two orders of magnitude, which is a clear indication that

the statistical model accurately describes the data. Although, at low Q-factors

there is a small discrepancy with slightly larger probabilities. In the limit
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Figure 3.8: (a) Fitted distribution parameters µ and σ for the log-normal

distributions as a function of localization length. The dashed lines are power

law �ts to the data. (b) Mean value of logQ as a function of localization length

for two di�erent values of the losses length l.

low Q-factors the distribution has been shown to follow a power law, which

might account for this discrepancy. Since we are limited in the lowest Q-

factors we extract we do have not enough statistics to verify this. The super

exponential trend is found again in the extracted log-normal parameters µ(ξ)

and σ(ξ) shown in Fig. 3.8. For a exponential increase we would observe a linear

dependence for µ(ξ). The standard deviation increases only slowly until ∼
15 µm where the standard deviation for the logarithm of the Q-factors increases

a factor of 2 which is again related central position of the emitter. From the

solid line it is found that the two parameters approximately follow a power

law with µ(ξ/L) = 5.9(ξ/L)−0.223 and σ(ξ/L) = 0.40(ξ/L)−0.59, although µ(ξ)

seems to increase slightly faster than predicted by the power law. The limited

data below ξ = 7 µm make it di�cult to assess the validity of this model to

very low localization lengths. A more direct way would be to extract the mean

mode splitting ∆ from the simulations to test the universality of κ̃ and in this

way eliminate the �tting procedure.

Q-Factor Distribution with Losses

Until now we have only considered the in-plane Q-factors in the 1D model,

that account for forward and backward scattering. We can include out-of-

plane scattering and other loss terms with a �nite value of the imaginary part
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n′′ of the refractive index n = n′ + in′′. This result in a constant loss length

l = λ/2πn′′ where the �eld decays exponential E(z) ∝ exp(−z/l), which leads

to a e�ective mean intensity decay length of 1/le = 1/2ξ + 2/l. Both loss

and localization result in a exponential decay of the intensity and this have

makes it di�cult to rigorously prove Anderson localization in transmission

measurements in weakly absorbing media [15]. The losses reduce the maximum

storage time of photons in the medium, which can be associated with a loss

Q-factor Ql = ωτl = n′/n′′ = n′πl/λ, with λ being the wavelength of light [21].

It results in an e�ective Q-factor Q−1 = Q−1
0 +Q−1

l . The loss Q-factor Ql sets

the limit of the highest value of the Q-factor that can be reached in the system

as Q → Ql for Q0 → ∞. The Q-factor distributions calculated for di�erent loss

lengths, all longer than the sample length, are shown in Fig. 3.7b for ξ = 20 µm,

compared to the case for no absorbtion, Ql = l = ∞. Most notably is the sharp

cut-o� that directly corresponds to Ql. It is clear that even a small amount

of loss is detrimental to achieving the highest Q-factors for a given sample

length. At ξ = 7 µm, a loss length of l = 0.7 mm, which is much longer

than the sample length, reduces the Q-factors with 1-2 orders of magnitude.

The reason for this is the long storage times in the high Q0 modes, e�ectively

giving a longer propagation distance. Another important observation is the

very di�erent ways the in-plane localization and losses a�ect the distribution.

This makes it possible to di�erentiate the two e�ects in experimental Q-factor

distributions, as explained below. One thing to note is that the probability for

obtaining the highest Q-factors for a given sample is higher with higher losses,

which is caused by the unique reshaping of the distributions where the highest

Q-factors are reduced to the limit of Ql.

To get an analytical expression for the loss distribution, we can trans-

form the random variable Q in the log-normal distribution by the relation

Q−1 = Q−1
0 + Q−1

l where Ql account for losses. Using P0(Q0) as the log-

normal distribution the modi�ed Q-factor distribution can now be written as

P (Q) = θ[Ql −Q]

∫ ∞

0

dQ0P0(Q0) δ
[
Q−

(
Q−1

0 +Q−1
l

)−1
]

(3.15)

where we have explicit included a Heaviside function θ[x] to ensure thatQ < Ql.

The argument to the delta function is a nontrivial function of the integration

variable Q0 and it is therefore not possible to evaluate the integral directly.
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Using the general expression for the delta function

δ[g(x)] =
N∑
i=1

δ(x− x0i)

|g′(x0i)|
, (3.16)

that is valid if g(x) has a �nite number of unique zeros, x0i, we can rewrite the

delta function as

δ[Q−
(
Q−1

0 +Q−1
l

)−1
] =

Q2
l

(Q−Ql)2
δ

[
Q0 −

QQl

Ql −Q

]
. (3.17)

The transformed Q-factor distribution is therefore

P (Q) =
θ[Ql −Q]Q2

l

(Q−Ql)2

∫ ∞

0

dQ0P0(Q0) δ

[
Q0 −

QQl

Ql −Q

]
(3.18)

=
θ[Ql −Q]Q2

l

(Q−Ql)2
P0

(
QQl

Ql −Q

)
(3.19)

and after inserting P0(Q0) (Fig. 3.14) we get

P (Q) =
1√

2πσ(ξ)
exp

−
(
µ(ξ)− ln

[
QQl

Ql−Q

])2

2σ(ξ)2

 Qlθ[Ql −Q]

Q(Ql −Q)
. (3.20)

This result is exact in the limit of uniform weak looses. The solid lines in

Fig. 3.7 display the original log-normal distribution transformed according to

the relations above with no free parameters. Only the log-normal parameters

for the case with no losses has been �tted as described earlier. Very good

correspondence between the simulated data and the analytical distributions is

observed.

In this section we have extracted the Q-factor distributions for the Ander-

son localized modes by �tting the spectral pro�le of the LDOS for an ensemble

of disordered waveguides. A analytical expression for the Q-factor distribu-

tions has been obtained and an approximate scaling between the distributions

parameters µ and σ and ξ/L has been found. It shows a super exponential

increase in the average Q-factor with smaller localization lengths. The aim

of the following sections is to use the distributions of both the Q-factors and

the LDOS amplitudes ρ0(z) to calculate the distributions of coupling strengths

between an emitter and the ensemble of localized modes.
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3.4 Cavity QED in the Local Density of States

Picture

In the 1D model we can determine the LDOS at any position from the Greens

function, which is su�cient to calculate the decay rate in the weak coupling

regime using Fermi's golden rule. For su�ciently high Q/Vm ratios we enter

the strong coupling regime where the decay becomes reversible and coherent

oscillation between the emitter and photon excitation takes place.

Traditionally, the coupling between a two-level emitter and a localized quasi-

mode is calculated within the Jaynes�Cummings model. In this model the

coupling parameter gJC depends on the mode volume Vm of the quasi-mode

that is evaluated as an integral over the source�free eigenmodes of the �eld. The

frequency dependent Greens function G(ω, rs, r) describes the response from

the monochrome point source, which prevents us from obtaining the source�

free �eld. In this section we write the Jaynes�Cummings model in the LDOS

picture to also include the strong coupling regime. This allows us to evaluate

the coupling strength directly from the Green's function without refereing to

the mode volume. We later show that the mode volume can be extracted

directly from the LDOS.

3.4.1 Theory of Spontaneous Emission in an Inhomogeneous

Envirement

In this section we review the general equation of motion for a two-level emitter

located in an inhomogeneous environment described by the LDOS. We partially

follow the procedure of Ref. [66] and [62]. The two-level emitter is described

by the two eigenstates |g⟩ and |e⟩ for the ground state and the excited state

with a relative frequency ωe. The respective raising and lowering operators are

given by σ+ = |e⟩ ⟨g| and σ− = |g⟩ ⟨e|. The quantized electromagnetic �eld is

expanded in a continuum of plane waves

Ê(r) = i
∑
µ

ξµeµ
[
fµ(r)âµe

−iωµt − f∗
µ(r)â

†
µe

iωµt
]

(3.21)

with photon annihilation (creation) operators aµ (a†µ) for the individual modes

labeled with µ = {kµ, ωµ}, k-vector and frequency, ωµ. The eµ is the po-

larization unit vector and the mode �elds fµ(r) = eµfµ(r) are normalized
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as
∫
ε(r)fµ′(r)f∗

µ(r) dr = δµ′,µ with ε(r) being the dielectric constant and

ξµ =
√

~ωµ

2ε0
are normalization constants that ensures that the energy in each

mode is ~ωµ.

The quantum mechanical interaction between the two level emitter and

electromagnetic �eld is described by the interaction picture Hamilton

H = −i~
∑
µ

(
gµσ̂+ âµe

−i∆µt − g∗µσ̂− â†µe
i∆µt

)
, ∆µ = ωµ − ωe (3.22)

where we have applied the dipole approximation in which we assume that �eld

varies little over the size of the emitter and the rotating wave approximation.

The coupling constants for an emitter positioned at re are denoted as gµ =√
ωµ/2ϵ0~d ·fµ(re) and ∆µ = ωµ−ωe are the detunings relative to the emitter

frequency ωe and d = |d|d̂ is the transition dipole moment of the emitter with

amplitude |d| and unit vector d̂.

Since we are interested in the process of spontaneous emission where the

excited state of the emitter decays into a continuum of (vacuum) modes and

coherent reabsorption of the emitted photon, the solution is expanded in the

one-excitation states |e, {0}⟩ and |g, {µ}⟩. These describe the emitter being

in the excited state and the electromagnetic �eld in the vacuum state or the

emitter being in the ground state with a photon in any of the states µ

|ΦI(t)⟩ = cIe(t) |e, {0}⟩+
∑
µ

cIµ(t) |g, {µ}⟩ (3.23)

where |cIe(t)|2+
∑

µ |cIµ(t)|2 = 1 and the superscript I denotes that we are work-

ing in the interaction picture, corotating with the emitter frequency. Inserting

Eq. (3.23) into the equation of motion i~ ∂
∂t |Φ

I(t)⟩ = H |ΦI(t)⟩ and using the

orthogonality of the states we obtain an in�nity set of coupled equations

ċIe(t) = −
∑
µ

gµc
I
µ(t)e

−i∆µt (3.24)

ċIµ(t) = g∗µc
I
e(t)e

i∆µt (3.25)

describing the evolution of the amplitudes of the excited states and the con-

tinuum of photon states. Since we are only interested in the evolution of the

emitter the last set of equations are formally integrated

cIµ(t) =

∫ t

0

g∗µc
I
e(t

′)ei∆µt dt′ (3.26)
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and inserted back into Eq. (3.24) and we now get

ċIe(t) = −
∑
µ

|gµ|2
∫ t

0

cIe(t
′)e−i∆µ(t−t′) dt′ (3.27)

= − d2

2ε0~
∑
µ

ωµ|fµ(re)|2|ed · eµ|2
∫ t

0

g∗µc
I
e(t

′)e−i∆µ(t−t′) dt′. (3.28)

This expression is completely general for the equation of motion for the excited

state of the two level system within the dipole and rotating wave approximation.

The optical properties of the environment can be described by the so-called

projected local density of states (LDOS). We �rst make a frequency integral

over δ(ω − ωµ), which leave the equations unchanged,

ċIe(t) = − d2

2ε0~
∑
µ

∫ ∞

0

∫ t

0

ωδ(ω − ωµ)|fµ(re)|2|ed · eµ|2

× cIe(t
′)e−i(ω−ωe)(t−t′) dt′dω (3.29)

and then de�ne the projected LDOS as

ρ(ω, re) =
∑
µ

|fµ(re)|2|ed · eµ|2δ(ω − ωµ). (3.30)

The projected LDOS consist of a trace over all the di�erent plane wave modes

weighted by the �eld intensity at each position projected onto a given polar-

ization. It contains the response the local optical environment at the emitter

position re. The equation of motion can thus be described by

ċIe(t) = − d2

2ε0~

∫ ∞

0

∫ t

0

cIe(t
′)ωe−i(ω−ωe)(t−t′)ρ(ω, re) dt

′dω

= −
∫ t

0

F (t− t′)cIe(t
′) dt′, (3.31)

where F (τ) acts as a memory kernel which describes the mean e�ect on the

emitter amplitude from the optical environment from all earlier times. We have

therefore lost track of the amplitudes of the individual plane wave modes but

kept the weighted coupling strength to modes with di�erent frequencies. For a

delta response in time corresponding to a �at frequency response we recover the

exponential decay associated with pure spontaneous emission in a homogenous

medium. Including the response from t′ < t allows for non-Markovian evolution
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of the emitter. The explicit form of F (τ) is

F (τ) =
d2

2ε0~

∫ ∞

0

ωe−i(ω−ωe)τρ(ω, re) dω. (3.32)

We now have a description for a two-level emitter coupled to a electromagnetic

vacuum �eld in an in-homogenous medium, where the e�ect of the optical

environment is fully determined through the LDOS, ρ(ω, re). In many cases

the Wigner-Weisskopf approximation can be applied were it is assumed that

the LDOS only changes slowly near the emitter frequency and both ωe and

ρ(ω, re) can be taken out of the integral. After extending the integral to −∞,

Eq. (3.32) simpli�es to

F (τ) =
d2ω

2ε0~
ρ(ω, re)

∫ ∞

−∞
e−i(ω−ωe)τdω =

d2ω

2ε0~
ρ(ω, re)2πδ(τ) (3.33)

and inserting back into Eq. (3.31) we get the standard result ċIe(t) = −Γ
2 c

I
e(t)

for in exponential decay with decay rate

Γ =
πω

ε0~
d2ρ(ω, re). (3.34)

In the time integral in Eq. (3.31) we have divided by a factor 2 as we are only

integrate over half the delta function δ(τ)1. Apart from very simple structures

it is di�cult to calculate the full 3D LDOS. However, by assuming a simple

form for the LDOS it is possible to solve the equation of motion.

3.4.2 Coupling to a Cavity Density of States

To describe the coupling to a standard optical cavity with a �nite photon life

time located deep in the PhC band gap we insert a normalized Lorentzian as a

model LDOS, with the same form as in Eq. (3.13), albeit here in a 3D version,

ρ(ω, re) = ρ0(re)
1

π

κ/2

(ω − ωc)2 + (κ/2)2
. (3.35)

Here κ is the cavity linewidth and the Q-factor is given by Q = ωc/κ. ρ0(re)

is a position dependent amplitude that account for the exact �eld strength

of the cavity �eld at the emitter position. This LDOS separates the position

and frequency dependence and makes it possible to solve the dynamics of the

1This is a common way to deal with this integral but not formally correct.
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emitter analytically. For large Q-factors the LDOS changes rapidly near the

emitter frequency and the Wigner-Weisskopf approximation is not valid. We

�rst perform the frequency integral in F (τ) (Eq. (3.32)),

F (τ) =
d2ρ0(re)κ

4ε0~π
eiωeτI(τ) (3.36)

I(τ) =

∫ ∞

0

ωe−iωτ

(ω − ωc)2 + (κ/2)2
dω. (3.37)

The denominator in Eq. (3.37) can be rewritten as (ω − ωc)
2 + (κ/2)2 = (ω −

ω̃c)(ω − ω̃∗
c ) where ω̃c = ωR

c − iκ/2 is a complex cavity frequency. Notice

the minus sign in the de�nition. The integral can be evaluated as a contour

integral over the lower complex half plane Ω− after extending the lower limit of

the integrand to −∞. This is a good approximation as frequencies below zero

are far away from the cavity resonance that is sharply peaked around ωc. For

t − t′ > 0 the absolute value of the integrand converges to zero for ω → −i∞
and only the integral over the real axis survives. The complex conjugate of

ωc is located in the upper half plane and we can evaluate the integral by only

taking the residues at ω = ωc.

I(τ) =

∫
Ω−

2ωe−iωτ

2iκ

(
1

ω − ω̃c
− 1

ω − ω∗
c

)
dω (3.38)

= 2πi Res
ω=ω̃c

(
ωe−iωτ

iκ

1

ω − ω̃c

)
=

2πω̃ce
−iω̃cτ

κ
. (3.39)

Inserting back we get the simple form of F (τ)

F (τ) =
d2ρ0(re)ω̃

2ε0~
e−i∆ω̃cτ = β̃e−i∆ω̃τ (3.40)

where the following constants have been introduced:

∆ω̃ = ω̃c − ωe = ∆ω − iκ/2,

β̃ =
d2ρ0(re)ω̃c

2ε0~
= β2 − iβ2α, β2 =

d2ρ0(re)ωc

2ε0~
, α =

κ

2ωc
=

1

2Q
. (3.41)

The de�nition of β̃, that act as a the coupling strength, contains the com-

plex cavity frequency ω̃c and for convenience we have introduced a normalized

imaginary part. The implications of this will be studied later.

We now solve Eq. (3.31) with a Laplace transformation. The equation of

motion in the Laplace domain with the initial condition cIe(0) = 1, initiating
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the emitter in the excited state, now reads

sCI
e (s)− 1 = −F (s)CI

e (s)

CI
e (s) =

1

s+ F (s)
(3.42)

where the Laplace transformation of F (τ) is

F (s) = β

∫ ∞

0

e−i∆ω̃τ e−sτ dτ = β̃
1

s+ i∆ω̃
. (3.43)

The emitter spectrum in the Laplace domain is thus given by

CI
e (s) =

(
s+ β̃

1

s+ i∆ω̃

)−1

=
s+ i∆ω̃

s(s+ i∆ω̃) + β̃
. (3.44)

The resonances of the spectrum in Eq. (3.44) can be obtained from the zeros

of the denominator

s+/− =
1

2

(
−i∆ω̃ ±

√
(i∆ω̃)2 − 4β̃

)
= −1

2
i

(
∆ω̃ ∓

√
∆ω̃2 + 4β̃

)
(3.45)

and after substituting back ∆ω̃ = ∆ω − iκ/2 and β̃ = β2 − iβ2κ/(2ωc) and

transforming to the frequency domain and back to the Schrödinger picture

ω+/− = i s+/− − ωe we obtain the �nal form for the two resonance of the

emitter spectrum,

ω+/− =
1

2
(ωc + ωe)−

iκ

4
±

√
1

4
∆ω (∆ω − iκ) + β2 −

(κ
4

)2

− iβ2κ

2ωc
(3.46)

For zero detuning ∆ω = 0 resulting in ωc = ωe = ω and in the limiting case

of high Q we can Taylor expand the expression around α = 1/2Q = 0 to the

lowest order and we end up with

ω+/− = ω − iκ

4
±
√
β2 −

(κ
4

)2

(3.47)

plus additionally higher order terms in α that we discard. This expression

is completely equivalent to the expression obtained in ref. [67] with β ≡ g

for the standard Jaynes�Cummings model for a two level model coupled to a

single cavity quasi-mode. We have proved that in the limit of high Q-factor

that the two models are equivalent. Instead of using the mode volume as a
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�gure of merit the coupling parameter β contains the LDOS amplitude at the

emitter position ρ0(re). From Eq. (3.47) we can retrieve the strong coupling

criterium with occurs when the spectrum splits up into two distinct frequency

resonances for a real valued square root. This happens for β > κ/4 where the

eigenfrequencies splits up into two polariton branches. Reinserting β and κ we

arrive at

ρ0(re)Q
2

ωc
>

ε0~
8d2

. (3.48)

Similarly we retrieve the decay rate in the weak coupling limit β ≪ κ

Γc = −2Im[ω] ≈ 4β2

κ
(3.49)

Together with the decay rate in a homogenous medium

Γhom =
ω3d2

3πε0~c3
(3.50)

we obtain the expression for the Purcell factor into a cavity

Fp =
Γc

Γhom
=

4β2

κΓhom
=

3λ3Qρ0(re)

4π2n
, (3.51)

which we see is proportional to both the Q-factor and the LDOS amplitude

and has a similar from as the one in Ref. [67]. Compared to same expression

there we have absorbed a factor of ε = n2 into ρ0(re) due to di�erences in

the normalization. The right hand size of Eq. (3.48) only contains physical

constants and the dipole moment of the emitter. For a �xed emitter size,

the dipole matrix element is constant and the strong coupling criterium only

depends on the optical properties on the left hand side. For the Anderson

localized modes it depends on the mutual distribution of ρ0(re) and Q2. The

Q2 dependence implies that the values of the cavity con�nement have a large

in�uence on the probability of achieving strong coupling.

3.4.3 Cavity Assisted Lamb Shift

As a curiosity we look at the e�ect of the small imaginary term in the square

root of Eq. (3.47). It results in an additional frequency shift and a modi�cation

of the decay rate. These shifts arise from the di�erent coupling strength g(ω)

to the di�erent frequency components of the cavity. For example, the coupling
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Figure 3.9: (a) Absolute value of the frequency shift for one of the polariton

branches relative to the frequency obtained in the Jaynes�Cummings model

|Re[ωα − ωα=0]|/Re[ωα=0] as a function of the coupling parameter β. All the

frequencies are normalized by the cavity linewidth κ. (b) Similarly the relative

change in emitter decay rate |Im[ωα−ωα=0]|/Im[ωα=0]. The position 4β/κ = 1

marks the transition to the strong coupling regime.

to higher frequencies requires more energy and the reverse is true of the lower

frequency modes. This asymmetry creates the additional shift in the frequency

of the two eigenfrequencies of the system. This can be interpreted as a cavity

assisted Lamb shift in addition to the Lamb shift from the coupling to the con-

tinuum of vacuum modes in the surrounding medium. The same interpretation

was presented in Ref. [7], derived from a Dyadic Greens function formalism. In

�gure Fig. 3.9 the absolute values of the relative shifts is plotted for both the

frequency and decay rate. Even in the weak coupling regime is there a small

splitting between the eigenmodes. Although, the absolute scale is very small

between 10−6 − 10−4 relative to the linewidth of the cavity and this would be

extremely di�cult to measure.

3.4.4 Mode Volumes from the Local Density of States

Although we do not need the mode volume in calculating the coupling strength

(Eq. (3.48) and (3.51)) we would like to obtain estimates of the mode volume

as a �gure of merit. We here show that we can estimate the mode volume from

the LDOS amplitude. In the Jaynes�Cummings mode for the coupling of a

two-level emitter to a single optical mode, the coupling parameter gJC is given
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by

gJC =

√
ωc

2ε0~
d · |ed ·Ec(re)| (3.52)

where Ec(re) is the single quasi-mode �eld that is normalized in the same way

as the individual plan wave modes in eq. Eq. (3.21). The quasi-mode �eld does

not have a single well-de�ned polarization so the polarization is included in

Ec(re). The mode volume Vm is introduced as a normalization parameter by

de�ning a new �eld

Ec(r) =
1√

εmaxVm

fc(r) (3.53)

where fc(r) is normalized such that max{|fc(r)|} = 1. From the normalization

of Ec(r) we get the following expression for Vm

Vm =
1

εmax

∫
ε(r)|fc(r)|2dr. (3.54)

From previous comparison we identify that gJC = β and then �nd that

ρ0(r) = |ed ·Ec(r)|. (3.55)

Combining the last three equations and assuming that the polarization of the

cavity �eld is almost constant and parallel to the dipole moment of the emitter

such that |ed ·Ec(r)| ≈ Ec(r) we get a mode volume in terms of ρ0(r)

Vm =

∫
ε(r)ρ0(r)dr

maxr[ε(r)ρ0(r)].
(3.56)

E�ective 1D Model Density of States

The model described above is inherently 3D so to use the LDOS calculated for

the 1D model in Sec. 3.3 we need to make assumption about the spatial pro�le

perpendicular to the 1D model. We make the Ansatz that the plane waves

and the refractive index modulation in Eq. (3.21) can be separated into a

components along the waveguide fµ(z) and a single mode pro�le perpendicular

to it, f⊥(x, y) [50]

fµ(r) = eµf⊥(x, y)fµ(x, y) (3.57)

where f⊥(x, y) is normalized such that
∫
ε̃(x, y)f⊥(x, y)f

∗
⊥(x, y) dxdy = 1 and

ε̃(x, y) is the normalized ε(x, y). Similar to the mode volume, we introduce an

e�ective area of the perpendicular mode pro�le as f⊥(x, y) = 1/(
√
Aeff)f̃⊥(x, y)
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where f̃⊥(0, 0) = 1, assuming that the pro�le has a maximum in (x, y) = (0, 0).

Inserting Eq. (3.57) into the expression for the LDOS in Eq. (3.30)

ρ(ω, re) =
∑
µ

|f⊥(x, y)fµ(z)|2|ed · eµ|2δ(ω − ωµ) (3.58)

and using only one transverse mode

= |f⊥(x, y)|2
∑
µ

|fµ(z)|2|ed ·eµ|2δ(ω − ωµ) (3.59)

= |f⊥(x, y)|2ρ1D(ω, z) (3.60)

where ρ1D(ω, z) is the 1D LDOS from Eq. (3.13). Since we assume the emitter

to be centered on the waveguide r = (0, 0, z) we get

ρ(ω, z) =
1

Aeff
f̃⊥(0, 0)ρ

1D(ω, z) =
1

Aeff
ρ1D(ω, z). (3.61)

The mode volume can be calculated by inserting in Eq. (3.56) and again using

the separability between the transverse and parallel directions

Vm = Aeff

∫
ε(z)ρ1D0 (z)dz

maxz[ε(z)ρ0(r)]
(3.62)

and

Aeff =

∫
ε̃(x, y)|f̃⊥(x, y)|2 dxdy. (3.63)

3.4.5 Mode Volume Distributions

As discussed in the beginning of the chapter we can model the disordered PhC

waveguides with our 1D model, which rely on that all statistical observables are

determined by the universality of the parameters ξ/L and ξ/l. To calculate the

mode volume from Eq. (3.62) we need to integrate over the position depended

LDOS amplitude for one of the modes shown earlier in the Fig. 3.6 on page 47.

The integral in Eq. (3.62) is evaluated over the total 1D waveguide length, but

we neglect the �eld leaking from the ends.

In order to calculate Ae� we consider realistic parameters of a PhC waveg-

uide similar to the ones used in Sec. 3.2 with lattice constant a = 260 nm, hole

radius r = 0.30a and membrane thickness of 150 nm and refractive index of

3.44. We still use a sample length of 100 µm. The �eld distribution for the zero
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Figure 3.10: Histograms of the normalized mode volume probability calculated

for 500 realization of disorder, for two values of localization length ξ. The

transverse e�ective area is calculated with the speci�c parameters of a test

PhC waveguide (see text). Inset: Mean values and standard deviations of the

calculated mode volumes, plotted as a function of localization length.

order waveguide mode at the band edge for an ordered waveguide is calculated

with the MPB software and, averaging over one unit cell along the waveguide,

we obtain a value of Ae� ≡ ⟨Ae�⟩ = 0.0356 µm2.

Averaging over 500 realization we obtain the mode volume distributions

shown in Fig. 3.10 for two di�erent values of the localization length. The

small number of data points relative to the Q-factors is due to the much higher

computational demand. The LDOS have to be calculated across the whole

sample instead of only at one point for each realization. As expected, due to

the stronger mean �eld con�nement of the exponentially decaying modes, the

distributions shift towards lower values and narrow with decreasing localiza-

tion length. This trend is shown in the inset of Fig. 3.10 for the mean value

and the standard deviation of the mode volumes, plotted as a function of the

localization length. The smallest mode volume obtained in our simulations for

ξ = 10 µm is Vm ≃ 0.07 µm3 ≈ 3(λ/n)3 comparable to mode volumes com-

monly obtained for PhC nano-cavities [68], where values of Vm . (λ/n)3 can be

achieved. The calculated mode volumes for ξ < 40 µm are below 1 µm3, which
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Figure 3.11: (a) Probability of obtaining a Purcell factor Fp = 4α/kΓhom for an

InAs quantum dot, positioned in the center of a 100 µm-long one-dimensional

disordered system and coupled to an Anderson localized mode, plotted as a

function of the light localization length. The color scale represents the prob-

ability of �nding a realization in the weak (blue) and strong (red) coupling

regime, respectively. The green line represents the mean value of Fp. (b) Prob-

ability to achieve the light-matter strong coupling regime plotted as a function

of localization length for di�erent loss lengths. The solid lines are guides to the

eye. Inset: Probability of achieving the strong coupling regime for a system

with light localization length of 7 µm, plotted as a function of loss lengths.

is consistent with results extracted from decay rate measurements in Ref. [46].

In combination with the results for the Q-factor distributions this shows that

it is possible to simultaneous enhance the mean Q-factors and reduce the mode

volumes by reducing the localization length.

3.4.6 Distribution of Coupling Parameters and Strong Cou-

pling Probability

Inserting the Q-factor and ρ0(r0) values obtained from the �tted modes in the

1D waveguide model in Sec. 3.3 into Eq. (3.48) and Eq. (3.51) and using the

dipole moments measured for InAs quantum dots d = 0.64 e nm [28], we ob-

tain the results presented in Fig. 3.11a. Here the Purcell factor probability

is plotted as a function of localization length and color coded accordingly to

whether the individual bin represents the system in the weak (blue) or strong

(red) coupling regime. The Purcell factor is here used as a �gure of merit in
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both the weak and strong coupling regime although it is only a directly measur-

able quantity in the former. As expected from the Q-factor distributions (see,

inset of Fig. 3.8c), the ensemble averaged Fp (green line) increases super expo-

nentially when decreasing ξ: the probability of achieving the strong coupling

regime therefore increases drastically when reducing the localization length as

show in Fig. 3.11b, blue circles. For ξ > 25 µm the fraction of strongly cou-

pled systems is found to be smaller then 1%, while for the shortest localization

length simulated ξ = 7 µm we obtain a strong coupling probability of almost

50%. The main reason for these high probabilities is the probability of the very

high in-plane Q-factors, up to 106, far above the state of the art in real PhC

cavities with emitters. For the mode volumes, only the lower tails of the dis-

tributions touches the experimentally realizable mode volumes. We emphasize

that in the simulations the emitter has not been optimally positioned with re-

spect to the antinode of the LDOS, although still located in the center far from

the edges. This depicts the common experimental situation where the emitter

position cannot be accurately determined. It might be interesting to study the

statistics for completely random emitters and emitters optimally positioned,

which has experimentally been realized [3].

The presence of losses result in a strong modi�cation of the Q-factor dis-

tributions (see Fig. 3.8b) which translate into a reduced coupling strength for

smaller loss lengths. Figure 3.11b presents a detailed analysis of the probabil-

ity to observe strong coupling as a function of localization length for di�erent

loss lengths, which is seen to decreases with the loss lengths as expected. In

particular, the inset of Fig. 3.11b shows that losses can dominate the probabil-

ity of �nding an emitter strongly coupled to a cavity mode, i.e. for ξ = 7 µm

the probability drops from ∼ 50% in the lossless case to 1% for an absorption

length shorter than 1 mm, which is still 10 times the sample length. In between

there is a order of magnitude where the probability slowly rises until a thresh-

old in reached around 10 mm. We can make an estimate for the probability

of observing strong coupling from the results of Ref. [69]. From here we can

extract a rough estimate for the out-of-plane losses for a PhC structure with

a = 260 nm and r = 0.3a with random perturbations in the hole diameter

of 1 nm and considering the onset of localization occurring for group velocities

ng = 50−100 [69]. We obtain l ∼ 2.5− 20 mm and for l ∼ 2.5 mm we calculate

a probability of strong coupling from 10 to 20% for localization lengths ranging
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from 15 to 7 µm (Fig. 3.11(b), red symbols).

3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter FDTD simulations of 2D disordered PhC waveguides have been

performed. A dense spectrum of resonances is observed near and below the

band edge of the PhC waveguide, representing localized modes distributed

throughout the waveguide structure. A variety of di�erent mode sizes has

been observed with the smallest one only spanning a few lattice constants

along the waveguide, and all the modes are con�ned to the waveguide struc-

ture. A 1D waveguide model has been used to study the statistical properties

of the Anderson localized modes of the PhC. From an ensemble of waveguides

the distributions of mode Q-factors and local density of state amplitudes for

an emitter in the center of the waveguide has been extracted. The ensemble

averaged Q-factors are shown to increase super exponentially with decreasing

localization length, owing to the exponential con�nement of the modes. The ef-

fect of a single loss parameter on the distributions is evaluated, which truncate

the log-normal distribution in a characteristic manner that makes it possible

to distinguish in-plane con�nement and losses for the Q-factor distributions. A

theory of the emitter�cavity coupling in the density of states picture has been

solved analytically. This model is used to calculate the distributions for the

emitter�cavity coupling strength and from these the strong coupling probabil-

ity. For lower localization length the coupling strength is seen to drastically

increase with a simultaneous decrease in the mode volume. Thus, the strong

coupling probability increases for smaller localization lengths, up to 50% for

ξ = 7 µm. For a realistic amount of losses a strong coupling probability of

10-20% is estimated for a disordered PhC waveguide.
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Chapter 4

Experiments on Disordered

Photonic Crystal

Waveguides

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we showed that strongly localized modes form near the

band edge of the PhC waveguide band edge. The spectral position of the modes

can therefore be controlled through band engineering of the waveguide mode.

From the statistical model very large Q-factors have been observed. The An-

derson localized modes can therefore by used as a elegant way of constructing

high-Q localized modes for cavity QED at a designed wavelength without rely-

ing on nano-size �ne tuning of cavity structures. We now test these predictions

experimentally and measure the distributions of Q-factors in disordered PhC

and from an comparison with the waveguide model in Sec. 3.3 extract the lo-

calization length and loss length as a function of disorder. Finally, we measure

the QED e�ects and for the QED experiments we need to embed emitters in

the PhC waveguide.

The traditional method to determine the light propagation in disordered

media is through transmission experiments in passive structures. The ensem-

ble averaged light intensity is measured as a function of the sample length,
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WG1
WG2

978 nm

Figure 4.1: Band structure diagram for a PhC membrane waveguide with

membrane thickness 150 nm, lattice constant a = 260 nm and, hole radius

r = 78 nm. The dashed lines mark the �rst two gap guided waveguide modes.

(see Chapter 2 for a detailed description of the band structure.)

which gives a exponential decay related to the localization length. However,

this method is ambiguous in the presence of losses, as these also lead to an

exponential decay and only the extinction mean free length can be extracted.

Intensity �uctuations has been shown to accurately describe the transition to lo-

calization but the localization length is not reliably extracted [15]. In Sec. 3.3.1

we saw that the distribution of Q-factor shows very distinct features making

it possible to distinguish between in-plane Anderson localization and losses.

Transmission measurements preferable excite modes near the light source, but

with the embedded emitters we are able to e�ciently excite all modes along

the waveguide to obtain more statistics of the Q-factors.

4.2 Disordered Photonic Crystal Waveguide Sam-

ples

To study the e�ect of disorder in 1D systems we have fabricated a set of PhC

waveguide samples with varying amounts of disorder. The design of the ideal

PhC waveguide is similar to the one used in Chapter 2 but fabricated from a

di�erent batch of wafers. They consist of an under-etched 150 nm think GaAs

membrane in which a set of holes have been etched in a hexagonal lattice to
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form the PhC with a single row left out to form the waveguide. A single layer

of InAs quantum dots with a density of 80 µm−2 is embedded in the mem-

brane. The inhomogeneous broadened quantum dot spectrum has wavelengths

in the interval 960± 30 nm. Compared to the PhC waveguides used in Chap-

ter 2, these samples have a better optical quality and a smoother bottom side

of the membrane leading to much lower out-of-plane losses. A scanning elec-

tron microscope (SEM) image showing a cleaved sample is shown in Fig. 4.2a.

The measurements have been performed on L = 100 µm long samples with

lattice constant a = 260 nm and hole radius r = 78 nm. The band structure

is presented in Fig. 4.1 with a simulated cut-o� wavelength for the waveg-

uide mode at 978 nm. A lithographically controllable amount of disorder is

introduced: the holes in the three rows on either side of waveguide have been

moved from their ideal positions with a Gaussian random distribution. This

encapsulates the disordered waveguide system in a 2D PhC, which preserves

the preferential 1D nature of the system. The amount of induced disorder is

determined by the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution δ and range

from δ = 0.00a−0.06a in 0.01a steps. The samples will be referred to as 0% to

6% disorder. An example showing a SEM image of a sample with 6% disorder

is seen in Fig. 4.2b, where the red circles represent the ideal positions of the

holes without disorder. All the samples including the reference sample with

δ = 0% su�er from an intrinsic fabrication disorder of 1− 2 nm in the hole

roughness and radius, which sets a lower limit on the amount of disorder we

can study to approximately δ = 1%.
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1 mma b

Figure 4.2: (a) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a PhC waveguide

membrane where the sample has been cleaved to show the edge of the mem-

brane. The waveguide is formed by leaving out a rows of hole in the PhC. (b)

SEM image the disordered PhC waveguide where the holes in 3 rows of holes

on both sides of the waveguide have been randomly moved with a standard

deviation of 6% of the lattice constant. The red circles are positioned on the

location of the holes in an ideal PhC on one side of the waveguide.

4.3 Statistics of Anderson Localized Modes in

Disordered Waveguides

In this experiment we are interested in the statistics of the con�ned Anderson

modes in the disordered PhC waveguides. Especially, we focus on the Q-factors

and the spatial extend of the modes to extract information on the ensemble

averaged quantities like localization and loss length. The embedded quantum

dots are used as internal light sources to e�ciently excite the modes and are

therefore pumped at a high pump power of 2 kW/cm2. This fully saturate the

quantum dots and e�ectively forms a broadband light source. A confocal micro-

PL setup identical to the one used in Chapter 2 is used, although with a higher

resolution spectrometer. The sample is located in a Helium �ow cryostat at

10 K. A Ti:sapphire laser emitting at 800 nm, in CW mode, is focused through

a N=0.65 microscope objective to an excitation spot of 1.4 µm FWHM on

the sample. The emitted photoluminescence signal is collected using the same

objective, spatially �ltered to the same spot-size with the core of a single mode

�ber, sent through a f = 50 cm spectrometer and detected with a CCD array.

The resolution of the spectrometer is 0.05 nm given as the FWHM of the IRF

measured with the lines of a Xe lamp. This allow us to extract the spatial
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Figure 4.3: Example of photoluminescence spectra obtained under high pump

power ( 2 kW/cm2) at two di�erent positions along a waveguide with only

intrinsic fabrication disorder δ = 0%. The 3 largest peaks for position 1 have

Q = {5430, 6400, 7260} and the largest peak for position 2 has Q = 1562.

dependence and to resolve cavities with Q-factors up to 20.000.

4.3.1 Spectral Signature of Anderson Localized Modes

Photoluminescence spectra obtained at two di�erent positions along a single

PhC waveguide with 0% disorder are plotted in Fig. 4.3. Several random and

well-resolved resonances are visible in the slow light region of the waveguide

mode, which is a signature of Anderson localization. The above-mentioned

modes exhibit Q-factors between 1500 and 7600. These values are extracted

by �rst numerically deconvoluting the spectra with the measured IRF, and

then �tting the main peaks with a multi-Lorentzian function from which the

amplitude, center wavelength λc, and FWHM, Γ, are extracted. The Q-factors

are extracted as Q = λc/Γ. Before the �tting procedure a linear background

is subtracted from the spectra that are identi�ed from the full 40 nm range of

the spectrum (not shown).

By scanning along the waveguides and recording such spectra for every

300 nm, we acquire spectral scans as plotted in Fig. 4.4 for 1%-6% disorder

and in Fig. 4.5 for 0%. In all the scans we observe similar peaks to the ones in
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Figure 4.4: Position dependent photoluminescence spectra obtained along the

full length of 6 disordered PhC waveguides with di�erent amount of external

disorder with a deviation in the hole position with a standard deviation between

1% − 6%. All the axis limits have been set equal to be able to compare the

spectral and spatial extend of the modes. The intensity axes are in arbitrary

log scales from blue (low) to red (high) and are not comparable between the

di�erent plots
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Fig. 4.2, that are randomly distributed throughout the whole waveguide and

con�ned to a small spectral region around the band edge of the PhC waveg-

uide. Similar measurements have been performed on samples with 9% and 12%

disorder but only very broad features in the spectra have been observed sug-

gesting that the localization length here is larger than the sample length. From

scans perpendicular to the waveguide we can verify that the modes are indeed

con�ned to the waveguide within the spatial resolution of the setup, which con-

�rms the 1D nature of the system. Similar random resonances are identi�ed in

both the 2D model of disordered PhC waveguide in Sec. 3.2, in the 1D model

(Sec. 3.3), and have previously been observed and characterized in transmission

measurements [70, 69] and in full 3D simulations [58]. The measured intensity

is a nontrivial combination of the far �eld of the mode pro�le, the Purcell fac-

tors at the emitter positions and, the out-of-plane scattering. Hence, the real

speckle pattern is only obtainable with a near �eld probe. Since the excitation

and collection occur at the same position, these scans do not contain informa-

tion on the propagation of light that is often used to extract the localization

length. Instead, we have an e�cient method to excite the modes to probe

their statistical properties, as shown in Fig. 4.4 and 4.5. The spectral range of

the peaks display a �nite size e�ect, especially for 0%, 2% and 3%, where the

peaks shift towards longer wavelengths approximately 10− 20 µm from either

end of the waveguide. We interpret this as the length scale at which the tails

of the modes start to feel the sample edges, an indication of the scale of the

localization length.

The spectral scans in Fig. 4.4 have been analyzed in order to extract the

individual Anderson modes. An example of the identi�ed modes is plotted with

di�erent colored circles in Fig. 4.5, where an automatic algorithm was used for

consistency. The �tting procedure for the individual spectra is as explained

previously. Peaks for the same speckle appear in nearby spectra because the

step size, 0.3 µm, is smaller than the collection spot. From these, only the

spectrum showing the highest intensity for the speckle is used for the statistics.

Furthermore, the individual modes can consist of more than one speckle and

the remaining peaks have been classi�ed into di�erent modes with the same

wavelength and Q-factor within their uncertainties. The remaining analysis will

be performed on the resulting sets of modes characterized by their Q-factors

and wavelengths as a function of disorder.
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Figure 4.5: Photoluminescence scan along a 100 µm PhC waveguide sample

with only fabrication induced disorder. Resonance peaks are still visible near

the band edge of the PhC waveguide. The colored circles mark the identi�ed

peaks and circles with the same color are peaks that are assigned to the same

Anderson localized modes identi�ed as nearby speckles with the same Q-factors

within the Q-factor uncertainty.

4.3.2 Mode Statistics as a Function of Disorder

In Fig. 4.6a we plot histograms of Q-factors for the di�erent amounts of disor-

der, showing the number of modes in each bin. To see the details with enough

signi�cance we have used 12 bins regardless of the spread in the Q-factors. A

common feature for all the histograms is a peak near the central region with

tails extending out towards higher and lower values. As we decrease the amount

of disorder we see an approximate linear trend in both the position of the peak

maxima and the maximum Q-factors towards higher values and that the his-

tograms spread out. The maximum Q-factor increases from around 4.000 for

6% disorder up to over 11.000 for 0%, with no induced disorder. The lowest

Q-factors observed varies little across the di�erent samples from around 500 -
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Figure 4.6: (a) Histograms of Q-factors for extracted from samples with 0%

to 6% disorder (b) Q-factors and Q-factor uncertainties extracted from the �ts

for {0%, 2%, 4%, 6%} disorder. The scale for the four panels is equal.

1500, with both 0% and 6% showing modes with Q-factors below 1000. This

means that the histograms mainly stretch out towards higher values for lower

amount of disorder. If we follow the trend for the peaks across the samples we

see that the 1% sample show smaller Q-factors than even the 2% sample. To

make sure this is accurate we have remeasured the spectral scans for di�erent,

but nearby, r/a values, which all display the same deviation from the linear

trend. At this point, it is not clear if this is a real e�ect for 1% disorder or an

artifact from the fabrication.

Examples showing all the �tted Q-factors along with their uncertainties

are plotted in Fig. 4.6b for four of the samples. The relative uncertainties

in the Q-factors from the �tting procedure cover an almost constant range

between 0% and 25% for all the di�erent amount of disorder. There is a slight

increase towards higher uncertainties for larger Q-factors. This is expected as

the highest Q-factors approach the spectral resolution of the spectrometer of

20.000. These high relative uncertainties are important to take into account for

�tting the Q-factors to the 1D disorder model later in Sec. 4.4, as they relax

the constraints on the model parameters.

Histograms of the observed wavelengths for the modes are plotted in Fig. 4.7,

showing the spectral extend of the modes. Most notably is a clear increase in

the wavelength range over which the modes occur for larger amounts of disor-
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Band gap
a

Figure 4.7: Histograms of the wavelengths of the Anderson localized modes in

disordered PhC waveguides with di�erent amounts of external disorder. The

modes are mostly centered around the calculated band edge of 977 nm but are

distributed over a larger range for increasing amount of disorder.

der. The distributions are all centered near the band edge position of 977 nm.

The small di�erences from this value are due to variation in the hole size and

e�ective lattice constant between the samples. It is therefore di�cult to pre-

cisely extract the spectral position of the band edge of the ideal waveguide,

which could be used to estimate how deep into the band gap that the Ander-

son localized modes extend.

The ensemble averaged statistics of the above results are plotted in Fig. 4.8

for the Q-factors and the spectral extend of the modes, de�ned as the di�erence

between the maximum and minimum of the mode wavelengths. The average

Q-factor and standard deviation are plotted as black dots and the spectral ex-

tend and the total number of modes with gray dots for each amount of disorder.

Interestingly enough, all 4 parameters display an approximately linear depen-

dence on disorder, where for 0% we observe both the largest average Q-factor
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Figure 4.8: Statistics of the extracted Anderson localized modes as a function

of induced disorder. With increasing disorder the average Q-factor goes down

as well as the standard deviation, which is a signature of decreased localization

length and increased losses. (a) The ensemble mean Q-factor ⟨Q⟩ and number

of identi�ed modes, with linear �ts to both. (b) Standard deviation of the

Q-factor ensemble and the spectral extend given by the di�erence between the

maximum and minimum wavelength of the modes, also with linear �ts.

and the largest standard deviation. We can compare the trends for the ensem-

ble averaged Q-factors to the knowledge acquired from the simulation of the

1D model in Sec. 3.3 to obtain insight into the e�ect of disorder on PhC waveg-

uides. Both the average and standard deviation of the Q-factors increases for

smaller amount of disorder. This combination is a signature of either decreasing

losses and/or smaller localization lengths. Smaller localization lengths increase

the average Q-factor signi�cantly whereas lower losses truncate the Q-factors

at successively higher values. Without �tting the data it is not possible to sep-

arate the two causes. The fact that the spectral extend of the modes broadens

with disorder shows that the transition to the Anderson localized regime oc-

curs at successively lower group indices. The extra spectral range subsequently

leaves room for an increased number of modes as also shown. The bandwidth of

the region where the localized modes appear can therefore be used as an indi-

rect method to determine the minimum group velocity at which the transition

to the localized regime occurs. We do not observe any signi�cant correlation
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Figure 4.9: Histogram of the spatial extend of the modes for 3% induced dis-

order, calculated as the maximum distance between two speckles assigned to

the same mode. All modes with only one speckle are in the �rst bin.

between the Q-factors and the mode wavelengths and therefore no dispersion in

the Q-factors. This is consistent with the slow dispersion seen in the Anderson

localized regime for passive waveguides in Ref. [44], but more statistics will be

need to study the dispersive behavior in detail.

Analysis of Mode Sizes

To get a �rst estimate of the length scale over which the modes localize we

extract the mode sizes as the distance between the two speckles farthest apart

for each mode, shown as a histogram for 3% in Fig. 4.9. The �rst bin mostly

covers modes with only a single speckle. We see that the majority of the

modes only extend over less than 2 µm and the number of modes falls o�

exponentially with the mode length. This can not directly be related to the

localization length, but it indicates that the length is on the order of a few

micro meter. We note that the results are biased towards shorter lengths and

the real mode size is therefore larger. The modes with the shortest lengths

are correlated with higher peak intensity and the long modes are therefore

more likely to have peaks below the minimum threshold that is used to identify

peaks. However, compared to the 27 µm extinction length measurement in

Ref. [44] on similar samples but without quantum dots this is rather surprising.

Here the light was evanescently coupled into the disordered waveguide and the
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light scattered out-of-plane was collected along the waveguide with an initial

separation of 150 µm. The ensemble averaged intensity was then �tted to an

exponential decay to extract the extinction length 1/le = 1/ξ + 1/l, where the

extinction length is a lower limit of ξ. The large initial separation might have

preferentially selected modes with long extinction lengths or so-called necklace

states where several localized modes couple to each other to form a chain [16].

4.4 Inference of Localization Length and Losses

from Q-Factor Distributions

In the following we use Bayesian inference [71] (see Appendix A for short re-

view) to extract the localization length ξ and information on the losses as a

function of the amount of disorder by comparing the measured Q-factor dis-

tributions to the 1D disorder model described in Sec. 3.3. We use that the

Q-factors without losses are described by log-normal distributions and that

the log-normal parameters approximately show a power law dependence on the

localization length (see Sec. 3.3.1). The losses are introduced through the re-

distributions of the Q-factors described in Sec. 3.3.1 by using a loss Q-factor.

In this way we get a statistical model description that is completely analyti-

cal. This is a very simpli�ed model of a disordered PhC waveguide and a real

3D coherent multiple scattering model would be needed to fully describe the

system, thus any extracted values need to be treated with care. However, the

model captures the main physical processes of 1D Anderson localized modes

and provide an alternative method to the transmission measurement to extract

information about the localization length and the losses of the system.

The analysis will be performed for three di�erent variations of the model:

Model 1 describes the ensemble averaged e�ect of the disorder by the localiza-

tion length and includes a single loss Q-factor and can be evaluated analytically,

Model 2 is identical to the �rst model but in addition, it takes into account

the error bars on the individual Q-factors. Model 3 is a more realistic scenario

that includes a distribution of losses but neglects the Q-factor errors to make it

feasible to do the calculations. For reference, the extracted localization lengths

and loss lengths for the three models are shown later in Fig. 4.12 on page 85.
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The Bayesian theorem for the model with a single loss parameter is

P (ξ,Ql|{Qm
i }) = P (ξ,Ql)P ({Qm

i }|ξ,Ql)

P ({Qm
i })

(4.1)

where we want to infer the probability distribution of the localization length

ξ and a single loss Q-factor Ql, given a set of measured Q-factors, {Qm
i }.

The right side contains the prior probability of the two parameters ξ and

Ql, P (ξ,Ql), the total likelihood of all the measured Q-factors L{Qm
i } =

P ({Qm
i }|ξ,Ql) and �nally the total probability of all the measured Qm-factors

P ({Qm
i }), which just acts as a normalization and is not calculated. As both

ξ and Ql are independent scale parameters we use a Jaynes prior P (ξ,Ql) ∝
1/(ξ Ql).

As the individual measurements are independent, the total likelihood is

P ({Qm
i }|ξ,Ql) =

N∏
i

P (Qm
i |ξ,Ql) (4.2)

where the product runs over all the Q-factors and P (Qm
i |ξ,Ql) is the likelihood

for each Q-factor. Each measured Q-factor, Qm
i , has associated an uncertainty.

We can then write Qm
i = Qi+ei as a sum of the intrinsic but unknown Q-factor

Qi and the �t uncertainty ei. Introducing Qi and ei as nuisance parameters

and using the product rule for probabilities P (A,B|C) = P (B|C)P (A|B,C)

we get

P (Qm
i |ξ,Ql) =

∫∫
dQidei P (Qm

i , Qi, ei|ξ,Ql)

=

∫∫
dQidei P (Qi|ξ,Ql)P (ei|ξ,Ql)P (Qm

i |Qi, ei, ξ, Ql). (4.3)

The last term represents the probability of observing Qm
i conditional on Qi and

ei, which is de�ned through Qm
i = Qi + ei, thus we have P (Qm

i |Qi, ei, ξ,Ql) =

δ(Qm
i −Qi − ei). Performing the integral over the delta function we get

P (Qm
i |ξ,Ql) =

∫ ∞

0

dQiP (Qi|ξ,Ql)P (Qm
i −Qi|ξ,Ql), (4.4)

which shows that P (Qm
i |ξ,Ql) can be calculated as the convolution between

the theoretical distribution Qi given by Eq. (3.20)

P (Qi|ξ,Ql) =
1√

2πσ(ξ)
exp

−
(
µ(ξ)− ln

[
QQl

Ql−Q

])2

2σ(ξ)2

 Qlθ(Ql −Q)

Q(Ql −Q)
(4.5)
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a b

Figure 4.10: (a) Plot of P (ξ|{Qi}) for di�erent amount of disorder in a dis-

ordered PhC waveguide where the measured Q-factor distributions have been

�tted to a model 1) with one loss parameter and extracted errors in the Q-

factors have been neglected. (b) Plot of P (Ql|{Qi}) for the same model.

and the error probability distribution of the measured Qm
i . For gaussian errors

we have

P (Qm
i −Qi|ξ,Ql) =

1√
2πσ(Qm

i )
e
− (Qm

i −Qi)
2

2σ(Qm
i

) . (4.6)

The convolution between Eq. (4.5) and (4.6) has no analytical solution and

has to be evaluated numerically. Inserting Eq. (4.4) back into Eq. (4.2) we see

that the evaluation of P (ξ,Ql|{Qm
i }) thus contains the product of a numerical

integral for each data point which is computationally intensive. We therefore

�rst implement model 1, neglecting the measured errors in the Q-factors and

let P (Qm
i −Qi|ξ,Ql) = δ(Qm

i −Qi), which greatly simpli�es the computations.

Due to the products in Eq. (4.2) the values for the total probability are likely

to become smaller than the minimum machine precision of 2.2251× 10−308 for

�oating point operations so the model has been implement in Mathematica that

allow for arbitrary-precision numbers. The analysis has been performed for the

Q-factors acquired for the di�erent amount of disorder shown in Sec. 4.3.2.

Results with One Loss Parameter

As an example for the results of Model 1 the posterior probability distribution

for P (ξ|{Qm
i }) and P (Ql|{Qm

i }) are shown in Fig. 4.10 for di�erent amount

of disorder. The localization lengths are to a good approximation normal dis-
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a b

Figure 4.11: Q-factor histograms for Anderson modes in disordered PhC waveg-

uides with external disorder induced by randomly moving the holes in the 6

rows nearest to the waveguide with a rms of δ = {0, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06}a. (a) The
solid lines represent the �tted single Q-factor probability distribution for the

mean values of ξ and Ql for a 1D disordered model with one loss parameter.

The dark gray line include the errors in the Q-factor whereas the light gray line

does not. (b) The solid line is �t to a 1D disordered model with a log-normal

distribution for the loss Q-factor, Ql, which show as the as the dashed line.

The distribution are for the most likely values of ξ, µl and σl

tributed, which is a consequence of the central limit theorem. All localization

lengths are between 10 µm and 25 µm, well below the sample length of 100 µm

meaning that all the samples are in the localized regime, consistent with the

fact that we do observe localized modes. The distributions for Ql are all asym-

metric with a sharp cut-o� at the largest Q-factor in the measurements as a

result of the heaviside function Eq. (4.5). This means that if a given Q-factor

exists in the sample, the loss Q-factor can not be smaller than this value. The

parameters in the model is therefore strongly restricted by the largest mea-

sured Q-factors. There is a clear trend for both shorter localization lengths

and smaller amount of loss for less disorder, which will be discussed further in

the �nal analysis of the three models.

In Fig. 4.11a (light gray line) we plot the best �t for the single Q-factor

distributions where we use the average values of ⟨ξ⟩ and ⟨Ql⟩ from Fig. 4.10

and insert in Eq. (4.4). We �rst observe that the �tted distributions exactly

covers the full range of Q-factors, which means that the �tting procedure is
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working correctly. However, the model describes the data poorly, especially for

low amount of disorder, and predicts an almost �at distribution and does not

correctly follow the variations in the histogram. This means the simple model

is too restricted in that the single loss parameter Ql is strictly limited to the

highest Q-factor and the model is not able to adapt by varying the localization

length to �t the data.

For Model 2, where the uncertainties in the Q-factors are included, agree-

ment between the model and the data in Fig. 4.11a is greatly improved (dark

gray). As show in Fig. 4.6 the highest Q-factors have the largest uncertainties,

which allows the model to simultaneously decrease both Ql and ξ as shown

in Fig. 4.12 to better model the data. The lowest localization length has de-

creased to 7 µm at δ = 0% but still increases monotonously to around 25 µm

for δ = 6%.

4.4.1 Distribution of Losses in Photonic Crystal Waveguides

In a realistic model of a PhC waveguide, the individual localized modes scatter

di�erently to the modes above the light line, and this leads to a distribution

of losses P (Ql|ξ,Θl) where Θl is a set of distribution parameters. There exists

no theory for the explicit form of P (Ql|ξ,Θl) in the case of PhC waveguides.

By using any loss distribution that has enough freedom and predict positive

Q-factors would su�ce to show the e�ect of di�erent losses disregarding the ex-

act shape of the distribution. In a simple model, we can describe the radiation

losses as an overlap between the exponential tails of the �eld pro�le leaking out

of the membrane and a sum of all radiation modes [58]. If we assume a Gaus-

sian distribution of the length of the exponential tails, we arrive at the same

argument for choosing a log-normal distribution as for the in-plane Q-factors

in Sec. 3.3 [64]. The radiation losses have been shown numerically to span

approximately an order of magnitude and in Ref. [58] the losses appear to be

normal distributed on a log scale, which suggest that a log-normal distribution

is indeed a good approximation.

The distribution of losses can be included in the model in Sec. 4.4 by inte-

grating over the loss Q-factor distribution for each Q-factor so Eq. (4.4) now
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has the form

P (Qm
i |ξ, µl, σl) =

∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

0

dQidQl P (Qi|ξ,Ql)P (Qm
i −Qi|ξ,Ql)P (Ql|ξ, µl, σl)

(4.7)

where µl and σl are unknown loss distribution parameters for the log-normal

distribution. Neglecting the uncertainties in the measured Q-factors and in-

serting a log-normal for the loss distribution we end up with

P (Qm
i |ξ, µl, σl) =

∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

0

dQidQl P (Qi|ξ,Ql)P (Ql|ξ, µl, σl)δ(Q
m
i −Qi)

=

∫ ∞

0

dQl P (Qi|ξ,Qa)P (Ql|ξ, µl, σl) (4.8)

where

P (Ql|ξ, µl, σl) =
1√

2πQlσl

exp

[
− (µl − lnQl)

2

2σ2
l

]
(4.9)

and P (Qi|ξ,Qa) are given by Eq. (4.5).

Compared to the previous models, an extra degree of freedom is introduced

as the log-normal have two free parameters, which allows for the model to better

�t the data. Due to computational constrains in the calculation of P (Qm
i ), a

formal model comparison has not been performed to assess whether the extra

free parameter is statistically justi�ed. As argued above, the distribution of

losses is more realistic and allows us to gain better insight into the interplay

between the in- and out-of-plane scattering of the Anderson localized modes.

The most likely distributions P (Qm
i |ξ̂, µ̂l, σ̂l) are plotted in Fig. 4.11b together

with the distributions of the losses P (Ql|µ̂l, σ̂l). The extracted localization

lengths for 0% to 4% are all around 3 µm, which is below the valid range of the

model, as the power law for µ(ξ) has only been �tted for numerical simulations

of the 1D model down to ξ = 7 µm. The real localization length would therefore

be slightly larger.

This model �ts the data very well compared to the two previously models

for all the degrees of disorder, suggesting that the model is a better physical

description. It is striking that the pure loss distributions span over such a

large fraction of the whole Q-factor histogram. This means that the measured

Q-factors mostly re�ect the out-of-plane scattering. This view is supported by

the short localization lengths extracted: the light is strongly con�ned in the

PhC and the in-plane Q-factors are therefore very large (in the simulations
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Figure 4.12: Summary of the results for the three models (1�3, see text) �tted to

Q-factor distributions from disordered PhC waveguide with di�erent amounts

of disorder. The dotted lines are guides to the eye for model 2. (a) Mean

localization length and standard deviation for model 1, 2 and most likely value

for model 3. (b) Mean loss length and standard deviation for model 1 and 2. For

model 3 the error bars cover the central 68.2% of the log-normal distribution

and the triangles mark the most likely value.

larger than 107) and Q-factors are dominated by the out-of-plane scattering.

The same mechanism dominates in designed PhC cavities, where the in-plane

Q-factor scales exponentially with the size of the PhC and the e�ective Q-factor

is limited by the k-vectors components of the �eld distribution above the light

line. In the measured Q-factor histograms, signatures of the localization length

are therefore mainly present in the initial slopes.
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4.4.2 Analysis of Extracted Localization Length and Losses

as a Function of Disorder

All the results of the three models are summarized in Fig. 4.12, showing the

extracted localization ξ and loss lengths, l. To be able to compare the local-

ization length and losses directly we here use the loss length, l, instead of the

loss Q-factor. We now discus the observed trends.

We �rst notice that all the extract values for the models ful�ll the criterium

ξ ≪ L ≪ l for 1D Anderson localization in the presences of losses. In this

regime the light undergoes several multiple scattering events inside the sample

before being lost, and can form well-resolved resonances [72], which give the

spectral signature of the localized modes that were observed in the experiment.

This acts as a consistency check that the models predict the correct regime of

light propagation.

For all the models shown here, the lowest localization length is achieved for

the sample without disorder δ = 0% and then increases for increasing amount

of disorder. In model 2 the localization length increases from 7 µm at δ =

0% to around 28 µm at δ = 6% disorder. The increase of the localization

length with disorder is at �rst sight counterintuitive, since in general increasing

the amount of disorder leads to stronger multiple scattering and presumably

better localization. However, in a moderately disordered PhC waveguide the

localization length is inversely proportional to the ensemble-averaged density of

states [73, 44]. The density of states at the band edge broadens with increasing

amount of disorder and consequently the magnitude of the DOS is reduced.

Since the transition to the localized regime occurs for ξ < L, this picture is

consistent with the observation that the spectral range of Anderson-localized

modes increases with disorder.

It is intriguing that the localization lengths for Model 3 present a constant

value of a few micrometer for δ = 0%− 3%. This indicates that we can con�ne

the light on average to the same length scale as for designed L3 cavities, which

is consistent with the very short extend we measure for the modes, as shown in

Sec. 4.9, where a large number of the modes only cover a single speckle. The

reason for the constant localization length is unclear. The most likely reason is

that the loss distribution is so dominating that the model just predicts a very

short ξ but does not have enough statistics to extract the correct value. One

possible explanation is that the transition to localization occurs at the same
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group index and the increased disorder just produces localized states deeper

into the band gap of the PhC as the spectral range of the modes is broadening.

It is still an open question what the minimum localization lengths are in PhC

waveguide and if a lower limit exist. In Ref. [58] a localization length on the

order of the lattice constant was observed in simulations with 0.1% disorder

and it has even been suggested that no fundamental lower boundary exists

[14]. In periodic 3D structures the localization length is predicted to shown a

parabolic dependence with a minimum localization length for a small amount

of disorder [74]. In the 1D PhC waveguides a similar behavior is expected as in

the limit of no disorder the mean free path and localization length is in�nity.

Adding a small amount of disorder quickly reduces the localization length and

later increases it for larger amounts of disorder. However, this minimum has

not yet been veri�ed in simulations or experimentally and it appears that lower

amounts of disorder than the best fabricated sample are needed to observe this

minimum.

The loss length decreases as a function of disorder from around l = 750 µm

down to l = 300 µm. As the hole wall inclination is assumed to not increase

with disorder in the lattice constant, the increased losses are therefore directly

related to enhanced in-plane scattering into more lossy modes. The upper error

bar of model 3 almost coincide with the values for model 2 indicating that

this model correctly captures the lowest amount of losses from the Q-factors

but misses the correct distribution. In the literature the loss rate/coe�ecient

has been shown to increase quadratically with the amount of disorder in the

ballistic regime due to Rayleigh scattering [75, 58]. In Ref. [58] this relation is

seen to transfer to the mode of the loss distribution, but this can not be directly

con�rmed with enough statistically signi�cance with the available data.

We can now compare the extracted localization lengths and loss lengths to

the data in Chapter 3.4.6 to estimate the probability of observing a strongly

coupled system between a quantum dot and an Anderson localized mode. As

already mentioned the best candidate is for the sample with 0% disorder with a

estimated localization length of 3− 7 µm and a most likely loss length 600 µm.

The closest simulated values is for ξ = 7 µm and l = 700 µm, which gives a

strong coupling probability of less than 1%. However, for samples with smaller

amount of losses and with the already extracted localization length, which

should be possible according to the estimates in Chapter 3.4.6, the observation
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of strong coupling in Anderson localized modes should be within reach.

4.5 Cavity QED with Anderson Localized Modes

In Sec. 3.4 we described the possibility of studying cavity QED e�ects in the

Anderson localized regime to enhance the light matter coupling and ultimately

to reach the strong coupling regime. In this section we demonstrate that it

is indeed possible to enhance the light matter coupling by coupling individual

quantum dots to a single random Anderson localized mode [46]. This leads

the way to a better understanding of the light matter coupling in disordered

material with embedded emitters. Extending the current demonstration is

important to obtain statistics on the �uctuations in the LDOS.

The important �gure of merit for cavity QED in the weak coupling regime

is the Purcell factor [76]

Fp = Γc/Γhom =
3(λ/n)3Q

4π2Vm
, (4.10)

where Γc is the decay rate into the cavity mode and Γhom is the decay rate into

a homogenous medium. A smaller mode volume Vm enhances the maximum

achievable electric �eld in the mode and the Q-factor determines the photon

storage time in the cavity and thereby the interaction time. From the previous

section we can estimate the achievable mode volumes and Q-factors. A large

part of the experimental modes only consist of a single speckle. With the

e�ective area used in Sec. 3.4.6 of Aeff = 0.0356 µm2 and the single speckle

mode length of 1.4 µm gives an upper limit of the mode volume of ∼ 2(λ/n)3

for the smallest observed modes. This is comparable to the best designed high-

Q cavities. Another estimate can be drawn from the simulation for the mode

volume in Sec. 3.4.4; although the simulated results do not extend down to

the smallest estimate of ξ = 3− 7 µm, extrapolating them leads to comparable

small mode volumes. The observed Q-factors analyzed in the previous section

are competitive to Q-factors obtained for modes in highly optimized cavities

[25] although higher Q-factors up to 30.000 are found in samples with lower

quantum dot densities[3, 77]. In our own samples with optimally designed L3

cavities [78] using the same wafer and fabrication technique we have measured

Q-factors between 6.000�10.000. An advantage of the spontaneously forming

Anderson localized modes is their inherently robustness towards disorder, which
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shows the great potential in utilizing Anderson localized modes. With the high

Q-factors observed for the Anderson localized modes (up to 11.000) and the

strong indications of very small mode volumes the Anderson localized modes

o�er a promising system for cavity QED experiments.

Pumping the sample at a low-excitation power below the saturation of the

quantum dot ground state, allows us to resolve single quantum dot lines and

therefore to enter the regime of cavity QED. In this experiment we used a

pump power density of 20 W/cm2 at a wavelength of 850 nm corresponding to

pumping the wetting layer. The Ti:sapphire laser was operated in pulsed mode

with repetition rate of 76 MHz and a pulse length of 2 ps. The photolumines-

cence signal was send to a spectrometer with a resolution of 0.15 nm and �nally

detected on a APD with a time resolution of 50 ps. The Purcell enhancement

is studied by means of time-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy, where

arrival time histograms are collected after repeatedly exciting a quantum dot.

Spectra were obtained by measuring the count rate on the APD while scanning

the spectrometer grating. The 3% disorder version of the samples described in

Sec. 4.2 was used for these experiments. For the samples with lower amounts

of disorder and higher Q-factors, the intensity of the quantum dot lines near

the cavity mode were suppressed. This is likely due to redistribution of the

quantum dot far �eld emission near the cavity mode frequency.

Figure 4.13a shows an example of a photoluminescence spectrum display-

ing single quantum dot peaks labeled (QD1�5) and Anderson localized modes

(C1-3). The Anderson localized mode (C1) has a Q-factor of 4200, extracted

from the high power spectrum (Fig. 4.14b). In the low-excitation power spectra

quantum dots and cavity peaks can easily be distinguished from their di�erent

temperature dependencies (Fig. 4.13b). This also enables the spectral tuning

of single quantum dots into resonance with an Anderson localized mode. Fig-

ure 4.13c displays the crossing between a quantum dot and an Anderson local-

ized cavity. No anti crossing is visible, demonstrating that the cavity-quantum

dot system is in the Purcell regime where the cavity promotion of vacuum �uc-

tuations enhances the quantum dot decay rate. Two examples of decay curves

for the quantum dot tuned on- and o�-resonance with an Anderson-localized

cavity are presented in Fig. 4.14a. The decay curves are �tted with a multi-

exponential decay, that is convoluted with the instrument response, where the

fastest component mainly contains contributions from the radiative decay. Up
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Figure 4.13: Temperature tuning of a single quantum dot into resonance with

Anderson-localized cavities. (A) Low-power photoluminescence spectrum of a

sample with 3% disorder at 10 K. (B) Photoluminescence spectra collected

while varying the sample temperature in steps of 5 K. The dotted (dashed)

lines are guides to the eye of the wavelength displacement of selected quantum

dot emission (localized mode) lines. (C) Enlargement of the spectra displaying

the quantum dots-cavity crossing. The spectra are �tted to two Lorentzians

(solid lines) representing the quantum dot and the cavity peak
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to three exponentials were used to account for coupling to dark states in the

quantum dot and background contribution from other dots. O�- resonance, the

quantum dot decay rate is inhibited due to the two-dimensional photonic band

gap, leading to an emission rate of Γ∆ = 0.5 ns−1 at a detuning o� ∆ = 1.4 nm.

A pronounced enhancement by a factor of 15 is observed on resonance where a

fast decay rate of Γ∆=0 = 7.9 ns−1 is extracted. An important �gure-of-merit

for, e.g., single-photon sources and nano-lasers is the β factor

β =
Γc

Γc + γrad + Γnrad
=

Γ∆=0 − Γ∆

Γ∆=0
, (4.11)

which expresses the fraction of photons emitted into the cavity mode relative to

the total emission rate. By comparing the emission rates on- and o�-resonance,

we extract β = 94%. It represents a lower bound because even for large detun-

ing, residual coupling to the waveguide can persist, increasing Γ∆. This high

β-factor is comparable with the results obtained in standard PhC nano-cavities

with carefully optimized cavity design and quantum dot density. The decay

rates of two individual quantum dots being tuned across an Anderson-localized

cavity are plotted in Fig. 4.14b. Di�erent enhancement factors (15 and 9 at

temperature T = 25 and 55 K, respectively) are observed on resonance due to

the di�erent positions and dipole orientations of the quantum dots that in�u-

ence their coupling to the cavity mode. The presence of an additional Anderson

localized cavity gives rise to the asymmetric detuning dependence of the decay

rate.

Assuming a perfect spatial match between the quantum dot and the cavity

mode, we can extract an upper bound on the mode volume of the Anderson-

localized cavity of V ∼ 1 µm3 = 44(λ/n)3 from the observed rate on resonance

using Eq. (4.10) and a homogeneous decay rate of 1.1 ns−1. Using the calcu-

lated e�ective area we derive a mode length of 28 µm for cavity C1. This is

longer than the estimated localization length and the mode length extracted

in Sec. 4.9 of 3− 10 µm.

Figure Fig. 4.14b shows that Purcell enhancement is observed mainly within

the cavity linewidth, which is opposed to the surprisingly far-reaching coupling

reported for standard PhC cavities under non-resonant excitation [79]. Con-

sequently, the extracted quantum dot decay rates are sensitive probes of the

LDOS of the disordered PhC waveguides. Photon emission in disordered pho-

tonic structures was predicted to lead to a new class of in�nite-range correla-
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Figure 4.14: Detuning dependence of single quantum dot decay rates. (a)

Decay curves of QD5 for two values of the detuning ∆ relative to the localized

mode C1. (b) Decay rates of QD4 and QD5 versus detuning and cavity emission

spectrum. (c) Decay rates of QD1, QD2 and, QD3 versus detuning. The dashed

line is the calculated slow-down factor for the unperturbed PhC waveguide.

The enhancement at ∆ = −4 nm stems from the coupling of QD2 to a weak

Anderson-localized cavity mode (C3 in Fig. 3A).

tions manifested as �uctuations in the decay rate of embedded emitters. Thus,

the Purcell enhancement stems from the local enhancement of the photonic

density of states in the Anderson localized regime that promotes spontaneous

emission of photons.

Quantum dots detuned from Anderson-localized cavities may couple to the

slowly propagating mode of the PhC waveguide. In this case, the quantum

dot decay rate is expected to scale proportional to the group velocity slow-

down factor ng as discussed in Chapter 2. This behavior is observed for three

di�erent quantum dots at large detunings ∆ from the dominating Anderson-

localized cavity mode (Fig. 4.14c). This means that here the radiative coupling
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is well described by the local photonic density of states of the unperturbed

PhC waveguide even though they are still within the spectral range of the An-

derson localized regime. This interesting coexistence of ordered and disordered

properties occurs because relatively few periods of the PhC lattice are required

to build up the local environment determining the quantum dot decay rate.

Thus, the length scale on which the local photonic density of states builds up

is mostly shorter than the localization length, which accounts for the success of

PhCs despite ubiquitous disorder for, e.g., nano-cavities, single-photon sources,

or spontaneous emission control.

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we have experimentally demonstrated that disorder in PhC

waveguides is an e�cient way to strongly localize light on length and time scales

that are competitive to highly engineered cavity structure. In PhC waveguides

with varying amount of arti�cial induced disorder we have observed localized

modes with Q-factors up to 11.000 and mode length below the spatial resolution

of 1.4 µm. Using embedded quantum dots as internal light sources have been

show to be an e�cient method to excite all the localized modes in disordered

waveguide. The Anderson localized modes only appear at the band edge of

the waveguides and the average Q-factors decrease with increasing amount of

disorder. From the ensemble averaged statistics on the measured Q-factors we

have extracted the localization length and losses length as a function of the

amount of disorder in the PhC using a Bayesian �tting method. Localization

lengths below 10 µm are extracted for sample with only fabrication disorder.

As the amount of disorder increases, an increase in both the localization length

and the losses are observed. The increased localization length is interpreted as

the a result of the broadening of the ensemble averaged density of states at the

waveguide band edge. We further more conclude that the losses are distributed

as well, which add to the complectly of the description of disordered PhC

waveguide. We can reach the regime of cavity QED by tuning single quantum

dot emitters though a single Anderson localized mode. We observe a enhanced

spontaneous emission rate of 15 and a β-factor of 94%. Our results demonstrate

that distributed photonic disorder provides a powerful way of enhancing the

interaction between light and matter, enabling cavity QED.
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Conclusion

This thesis has been focused on studying quantum electrodynamics (QED)

e�ects in photonic crystal (PhC) waveguides, and to investigate the e�ects of

disorder in PhC waveguide especially near the slow light regime. In the ideal

model the density of states diverges near the band edge of PhC waveguides.

However, we have shown that this divergence is resolved as a result of both

losses and, most notable, through multiple scattering resulting in the formation

of Anderson localized modes for low group velocities. The e�ects of multiple

scattering can therefore not be neglected when treating propagation in slow

light waveguides. Both the measured Q-factors and extracted mode volumes of

the localized modes are found to be similar to those of state of the art engineered

cavities. We have also shown that it is possible to utilize the disorder induced

Anderson localized modes as a resource in cavity QED experiments.

We report on the �rst experiments where single quantum dots are coupled

to a PhC waveguide mode. From decay rate measurements can we directly

measure the coupling strength to the waveguide, which is seen to be enhanced

in the slow light regime. The density of states has been mapped out over

a broadband frequency range using a statistical ensemble of single quantum

dots. The extracted dispersion of the local density of states (LDOS) matches

the theory for a PhC waveguide. After tuning the emission lines of a set of

single quantum dots through the waveguide band edge, a limit of the density of

states is observed, either as a result of losses or/and localization and a β-factor

of more than 85% for a single quantum dot is extracted.
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Chapter 5. Conclusion

Statistical information on the Anderson localized modes in PhC waveguides

with intentional added disorder has been measured. Analyzing photolumines-

cence from an ensemble of embedded quantum dots has been show to be an

e�cient way of exciting all the Anderson localized mode. We �nd a broad dis-

tribution of Q-factors that depends strongly on the induced amount of disorder.

The highest Q-factors are present in the PhC waveguide with only fabrication

disorder. Comparing the extracted Q-factor distributions to the distributions

obtained in a one-dimensional model, we have extracted the localization length

and loss length as function of disorder. It is found that the localization length is

shortest for samples with no intentional disorder, and then increase for larger

amounts of disorder. This is the opposite of completely disordered systems

and the di�erence is attributed to the modi�ed density of state of the PhC

waveguide that still exist even in the presence of a small amount of disorder.

Losses are shown to dominate the measured Q-factor distributions and and the

losses themselves present a distribution, which complicate the description of

disordered PhC waveguides. From the theoretical model, the distributions of

coupling parameters between a quantum dot and the distributions of Anderson

localized modes have been extracted, from which we get the strong coupling

probability. It is found that in realistic achievable structures a strong cou-

pling probability of 10�20% is obtainable, whereas in the studied samples the

probability is below 1%.

Finally, for the �rst time we report on a QED experiment in the Anderson

localized regime where a set of quantum dot line has been tuned through an

single localized modes in a PhC waveguide with 3% intentional disorder. A

spontaneous emission enhancement factor of 15 is found for a single quantum

dot and a β-factor of 94% is extracted on resonance.
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Appendix A

Bayesian Parameter

Inference

First we shortly introduce the basic of Bayesian inference [71] that will be

used for estimating the parameters describing the Q-factor distributions. This

method is complementary to traditional �tting methods (e.g. least square �t-

ting, most likelihood estimators) in estimating parameters from a model giving

a set of data. The Bayesian method allows for arbitrary distributions to de-

scribe the data and the result comes as a full probability distribution. The

method explicitly include any prior information about the parameters that is

available before the analysis. In contrast, traditional �tting procedures only

give a most likely parameter estimate and often make implicate assumption that

the data are normal distributed. However, the added bene�ts of the Bayesian

method often come at a high cost in computation time.

The basic equation is the Bayesian theorem

P ({θi}|D,M, I) =
P ({θi}|M, I)P (D|{θi},M, I)

P (D|M, I)
(A.1)

which relates the resulting joined posterior probability P ({θi}|D,M, I) for the

set of model parameters {θi} to the likelihood P (D|{θi},M, I) of the data D

given these parameters and the prior probability distribution of the parame-

ters P ({θi}|M, I). It is important to keep in mind that the probabilities in

Eq. (A.1) are all conditional on the chosen model M and the initial informa-

tion I, otherwise the obtained uncertainties in the parameters are misleading.
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Chapter A. Bayesian Parameter Inference

For example the parameter uncertainties can be very small if the model poorly

describes the data but still are able to approach the data for a narrow interval

of the parameters. This is the reason that it is desirable to compare multiple

models, unless the relative prior probability for a particular model is very high.

The P (D|M, I) is the total probability of the data conditional on the chosen

model M . Its magnitude is only used if multiple competing models are to be

evaluated against each other. For this purpose the Bayesian theorem can be

written for the posterior probability P (Mi|D,M, I) whereMi is a set of models.

An advantage of the Bayesian approach is that by comparing P (Mi|D,M, I)

for di�erent models to judge which one best describes the data automatically

includes a Occam's razer e�ect that make models with fewer parameters more

probable.

The fact that Eq. (A.1) contains the prior probability distribution has lead

to some controversy over the usefulness of the approach when limited informa-

tion is available prior to the analysis. This has head to the study of uninformed

priors that strive to be objective, although only in very limited cases is it pos-

sible to prove the objectivity. The most used are the uniform prior P (θi) ∝ k

and Jaynes prior P (θi) ∝ 1/θi. Both are improper priers in that they are only

normalized over a given interval. Although, the uniform prier at �rst appear

to contain the least information as it assign an equal probability to each unit

length it is not scale/unit invariant. The Jaynes prior is scale/unit invariant

and assign equal probability to each decade and is often used for scale pa-

rameters, ie. parameters that measure a size and have values somewhere in

the interval between 0 and ∞. As more data is in included in the analysis

the e�ect on the used prior distribution is reduced as long as the extracted

values is in the prier interval and exact choice of prior is not important. If,

however, information about a given set of parameters is available e.g. a gaus-

sian probability from a least square �t it is now possible to include this in

the further analysis to re�ne the parameter estimates, leading to a recursive

use of Eq. (A.1). In fact, for independent measurements, the recursive use of

Eq. (A.1) for each data point or using the likelihood for the combined dataset

P (D|{θi},M, I) =
∏

i P (Di|{θi},M, I) is seen to be equivalent.

In most cases we are only interested in the probability distribution for a

subset of the model parameters and in this case we can marginalize the nui-

sance parameters by integrating the joined probability distribution over these
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parameters, which for one interesting parameter is

P (ϕ|D,M, I) =

∫
· · ·

∫
d{θ̃i}P (ϕ, {θ̃i}|D,M, I) (A.2)

and in the same way we can calculate the normalization P (D|Mi, I) by inte-

grating over all model parameters. From the probability distributions we can

then extract the mean ⟨ϕ⟩, standard deviation σ(ϕ) =

√
⟨ϕ2⟩ − ⟨ϕ⟩2 and most

likely values ϕ̂ = maxϕ{P (ϕ|D,M, I)} for the interesting parameters where

⟨ϕn⟩ =
∫

dϕϕnP (ϕ|D,M, I). (A.3)
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